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SOIL INOCULATIOIM WITH AZOTOBACTER 
Introduction:- It has been said that science owes its greatest 
and most rapid development to the pursuits of war rather tirxan to 
those of peace. Surely, a wcaiderful advance in agricultural 
knowledge was brought about indiifeectly by the wars of the seven­
teenth and eighteenth centuries. It was then that Prance, cut off 
from her base of nitrate supplies by England, was forced to study 
the problem of nitrate production and to devise iiBthods whereby the 
supply of this material could be increased. Much light was thrown 
upon the problem of furnishing soils with ttie nitrogoi so necessary 
for their permanent fertility, and investigations along this line 
were stimulated to a wonderful extent. 
The experiments c£ Boussingault, Kenri, Berthelot, Gautier, 
Drouin, Schlossing and Mi!intz, Hiltner, Beijerinck, Ilellriegel and 
Wilfarth, et al, have all had an important bearing on the mainte­
nance and replenishment of the nitrogen supply in the soil. The 
first of these investigations demonstrated that nitrate-production 
or nitrification was a bacterial process and means of increasing 
the activity of the a-ganisms involved in the process were carefully 
studied with a view to aiding the solution of the nitrogsi problem. 
It ivas found, however, that the total amount of nitrogen in soils 
gradually decreased and applications of nitrogen-containing fer-
tiliaers were necessary to keep up the supply. Serious doubt arose 
as to the sources from which such nitrogenous fertilisers could be 
indefinitely secured. Kitrogen famine was freely predicted. Then 
some of the later investigators mentioned above, discovered 
2 . ,  
bacteria liviag in symbiosis v/ith legumes and thus giving these 
plants the power of utilising the free nitrogsi of the atmlsphere 
in their gravth. Thus a practically inexhaustible supply of this 
necessary element was found to be at the disposal of cropa and no 
fears need be entertained that the supply in tl-ie soil cannot be 
maintained. The nitrogen problem was solved. Further studies of 
the symbiotic bacteria showed that they could be introduced into 
soils not containing them and the physioligical efficiency of the 
organism was found to bear an important relation to successful in­
oculation. These earlier workers soon found, however, tliat the 
power of utilizing the free atmospheric nitrcgen was not confined 
to the symbiotic bacteria alone. Nitrogen increases were noticed 
in soils that had had no legumes grown upon them, and fallcwr soils 
in particular were found to have their nitrogen content increased 
to an appreciable extent. These facts stimulated researches to ex­
plain the phenomena and the investigations have led to the discovery 
of many forms of bacteria that are able to fix nitrogen from the 
air, the chief of these now known being the Azobacter group. 
i These organisms give promise of fixing nitrogen in amounts far 
greater than those fixed by the symbiotic bacteria, altho the general 
requirements of the two classes of organisms are very similar. The 
Aaotobacter are active in practically all soils regardless of the 
kind of crop grown, provided tha.t certain necessary conditions for 
their gro//tii are satisfactory. Tliese conditions are probably much 
the same for the symbiotic bacteria except timt, these latter organ­
isms of course, require the presence of a specific legume in order 
that they nmy fix the greatest amount of nitrogen. Azoiobacter 
require a certain amount of carbonaceous material in the soil and 
3 
are usually stimulated by a small amount of nitrogen but the exact 
optimum condition for their growth constitute a problem as yet un­
solved. There is no doubt but that these organisms are active in 
causing nitrogai increases in fallow soils, but tho feasibility of 
introducing thsn into the soil, whether or not their nitrogoi fixing 
pavers can be increased by artificial means, and whether their 
efficiency is affected by the presence of growing plants are ques­
tions that as yet are unanswered altho they have a direct bearing 
on the problems cf permanent fertility. While Lipman has indicated 
that under proper conditions successful inoculation might be accom­
plished in soils and Bottcmley has successfully grown pure cultures 
of these organisms in the presence of growing plants v/ith favorable 
results, neither' of these investigators have definitely answered the 
above questions. The importance of work along this line has been 
clearly shown, and the present investigation is an attempt to throw 
some light on the problem. 
HISTCKICAL 
Discovery of Azotobacter:- Beyerinck (2) isolated and described 
the first Azotobacter. He found two species, one of ivhich he named 
Azotobacter chroococcum and the other Azotobacter agilis. The 
former v/as isolated from tlrie s oil and the latter from a sample of 
water taken from one of the canals in the c ijiy of* Delft. Two years 
later Lipman (36) added a third species, A. vinelandii. to the list 
and ths follos^ing year he isolated and described tv/o more to which 
he gave the names cf A. beijerinckil and A. woodstownii, making in 
all, five organisms of this species. Of these five organisms 
A. chrooc occum; A. bei.lerinckii; and A. vinelandii. have been con­
sidered the most important in soil inoculation studies. 
Distribution of Azotobacter;- From the frequency with which 
investigators in all parts of Europe and America lave isolated 
Azotobacter from var-ious soils , it is apparent tl-st they are 
•vvidely distributed. Christensen (10) found that,they were present 
throughout ncsrthwestern "^iUrope and that the activity of the organ­
ism apparently depended on the basicity of the soil. This view 
has later been supported by the works of Fisher (14) , Ltihnis and 
Pillai (45) and others. Ashby (1) studied the soils of Mombasa, 
East Africa; Cairo, Egypt, and tlis soils at Rothamsted, England, 
aiid he found Az.otobacter forms present in the most cases. Lipman 
and Burgess (42) working with forty-six samples of soil from 
various parts of the wcrld found that over one third of them con-
j tained Azotobacter. They found that while A. chroococcum predom­
inated in th3 most cases many other forms were also present. This 
investigatiCQi is of especial interest because of the fact th8.t 
many of t^^e soils examined were museim specimens and had been 
kept in tightly stoppered bottles for long periods of time. 
Description of Azotobacter:- Beyerinck characterises the 
Azotobacter as stout bacteria 4-6 microns or less in length., some­
times longer, occurring as large diplococci or shcurt rods in young 
cultures, the hyaline cells often containing a vacuole and the 
entii?e organism enclosed in a mucilagenous wall of varying thick­
ness. They have a single polar ciliram or bundles of 4-10 polar 
cilia which are <£ about the sair.e length as tte organism itself. 
Besrerinck did not find any spores. Vagler (65) v/rites that the 
older colonies produced involution facms similar to those of yeasts 
while Heinz (22) and Fisher (15) have shov/n that the arganism can 
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resist drying for six to nine mbriths. Later investigations by 
Mulvania (50) and L&mis and Smith (47) have demonstrated that 
the organism does produce spores and also completes a very com­
plicated life cycle . Descriptions of Azotobacter and detailed 
cultural cliaracteristics of the organism have been given by Lipman 
(35), Beyerinck (2), Pr^zmowski (54), Warmbold (70), Bonazzi (6), 
LShnis and Westerinan (48) , Lfihnis and Hanzawa (44) , Jones (27) 
and otters. 
Activities of Azotcbacter s - Beyerinck first claimed that the 
pure cultures of the Azotobacter which he had Isolated were able to 
fix the atmospheric nitrqgen in appreciable amounts, later however, 
when working with Van Delden (4) he retracted this statement, claim­
ing tliat pure cultures did not have this ability and that only in 
the presence of very small celled organisms called Radiobacter 
could the free nitrogen of the air be fixed in the soil. Gerlach 
and Vogel (18), Heina (23), Lipraan (37; and Preudenreich (17 have 
proven conclusively that the earlier conclusions of Beyerinck were 
correct and that the organism may fix considerable amounts of nitro­
gen in pure cultures. Lipman accounts for the fact that Beyerinck 
did not get a fixation of nitrogen in pure cultures by shaving that 
the organism will not fix nitrogen unless the reaction of the nedium 
is adjusted to neutral or slightly alkaline condition. Bejferinck 
later accepted the suggestion of Lipman for improved technique and 
found that his pure cultures were able to fix atmospheric nitrogen. 
Studies of Azotobacter;- Altho, during tlie j^ast decade, many 
investigators have studied the non-symbiotic nitrogen fixing bacteria 
and the Azotobacter in particular, very fev/ have made any attempt 
to inocula te soils with the organism under conditions approximating 
those in the field. The influence of various kinds of sugars. 
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celluloses, inorganic salts, and various organic compounds on the 
nitrepan fixing power cf the onanisms have been studied extensively. 
Oerlach and Vqgel (19), PringGheim (55), Krainsky (33) j Koch (30), 
Hoffman and Haminer (25), and Stranak (61) have found tlis t various sugars 
and ce^lulcse compounds materially increase the nitrogen fixing pavers 
of the organisms, while Fisher (16), Christensen (10), Lfihnis and 
Pillai (46), I^ilfarth and lYimmer (69) Kaserer (28), Rising (59), 
Vogel (66) , Greaves and Anderson (20) and Pringsheiin (56) have shown 
that small amounts of lime, very small amounts dT nitr^en, various 
inorganic salts, and evoi a very small amount of arsenic v/ill stimu­
late tiie nitrc^en fixing paver of the organisms in the presence of 
certain carbon compounds. Stoklasa (60) studied the products of 
the activities of the Azotdb actor organisms, confining his researches 
largely to the amounts and kinds of gases produced urider different 
circiiEistances, under the influence of various substances supposed to 
be energy sources, and under varying tsaperature conditions. His 
results have been more or less confirmed by the works of Thiele (64), 
Hoffman (24), KeHerman and r.mith (29) and Riircaiberg (13), 
The activity of the Azotobacter in soils in general, and par­
ticularly under laboratory conditions has been amply shavn by the 
works of Lipman (39) , Voorhees and Lipman (68) , T^Shnis (43) , K^ihn 
(34), Freudenreich (17), Dvorak (12), Eemy (57), Remy and Posing (58), 
Jacobitz (26) , Stranak (62) , Ileaaden (21) , Peterson and Mohr (52) , 
Koch and Seydel (31), Omeliansky and Hsevverowa (51), Yfarmbold (71) 
and others who have demonstrated that under various conditions and 
in almost every type of known soil these organisms are able to fix 
appreciable amounts of the free atmospheric nitrogen, but only a 
few of these inver-tigators have made any atteroxjt to secur-e an ac­
tive flora of these organisms in the soil. Vogel (67) inociilated 
pure cultures of A.:otobacter into soils that had been treated with 
grape sugar, adding in some case?, also comparatively large amounts 
of nitrate of soda. In the pot experiments with oats and mustard 
increases were noted for the inoculated series, aItho the pots re­
ceiving nitrate of so3a gave the greatest yields. "Tien the experi­
ment was repeated in the field the inoculated plats r-ave smaller 
yields than the uninoculated, and the author states that, the inocu­
lation in this case appeared to have an injurious effect upon the 
crop. A shofet time later Lipinan and Brovvn (41) tried inoculation 
experiments with A, vinelandii and A. beyerlnckii. They sunk four 
foot cylinders open at both ends in t're soil, filled the cylinders 
with soil and inoculated the KOil with the organisms. The first 
;;-ummer the soils were left bare and then a rotation of crops was 
followed and oits, corn and rye grovm in succession until 1907. 
7Ihile considerable vt>riation was found in the nitrogoi content of 
the crops and in the dry v;eight, the general conclusions reached 
was that as a whole the activities of the organisms did not increase 
the nitrogen content of the soil. They conclude hof/ever,that the 
results do not preclude the possibility that inoculation v/ith the 
organisins in question may be made of practical value, provided 
proper conditions for the best growth of the organisms are secured, 
Bottomley (7) and Bottomley and Hall (9) experiment ed ith oats, 
barley, and some root crops, and arrived at the same conclusions 
as did Lipmsn and Brown. Stranak (C3) also inocula.ted soils v/ith 
Azotobacter and found a pronounced increase in the gro^vth of 
potatoes, grain and beets. 
The experiments dealinr vvith the inoculation of soils -.vith 
Azote, acter have apparently been quite inconclusive. It is be­
lieved havever, that under proper conditions such inoculation may 
be extremely profitable and stMies along this line are highly 
desi rable. 
EXPrpIMTlKTMi 
It appears that not only are the non-symbiotic nitrogen fixing 
organisms important in soils in the solving of the nitrogen problems 
but also that the Azotobacter group, according to our i:resait knav-
ledge, is the most active. The wide distribution of tliese bacteria 
in many types of soils is prac'lcally parallel ifd.th the distribu­
tion of the symbiotic organisms, and as it is knavn tlmt it is 
practical and profitable to inoculate soil \uth the latter, even 
tho the particular organism may be present, tiB follaving questions 
quite naturally a rise {-
If the Azotctoacter are not present in the roil can inocu­
lation be profitably accomplished? 
2, lYhat soil conditions are neceasi-ry for the greatest fix­
ation of nitrogen by these organisms? 
These questions have an important bearing on the problem of 
the maintoiance of permanent fertility in the soils from a nitrcgen 
standpoint and are also related to practical agricultijre in that 
they may govern the choice of the proper method of faming. Some 
commercial concerns have already placed cultxires on the market 
claiming that they contain sufficient numbers of the non-synbiotic 
nitrogen fixing bacteria to enable the farmer to nqlve his nitrogen 
problems^vithout graving legumes. The author however, was unable 
to find any results of ex[.-lerimcnts shewing whetiier or not such 
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cultures are capable of inoculating the soil. The first question 
may possibly be ansv/ered by tests wiUi these cultur-es but they 
certainly cannot answer the second. It is hoped that the results 
of the following experiments will tiirow some light on the subject. 
INCKEASING THE , KITROtr]N FIXING PO^HilR (F PURK CULTURKB. • 
Very little work has been done along the line of breeding pure 
cultures of bacteria to an increased eiTicienc;' in their specific 
actions, in fact, practically all the expericbnts have been carried 
out with the idea of finding a method v^riereby the organism could be 
kept alive for long periods without periodic transfers. The 
earliest investigation along this line was that of Gijaplev.-ski (11) 
who limited the amount of air in the tube by saturating the plug 
with paraffine. Later T.unt (49) found that certain cultures of 
water bacteria may be kept alive much longer in sterile water than 
in ordinary cu].tt;ire media. Im some cases he kept certain organisms 
alive for two years by this method. Bollf^r (5) secured good grav ths 
of 3. aniylovorus and 3act. dianthi in agar and in bouillon by mak­
ing transfers from cultures that had been hermetically sealed for 
nine years. It is not stated v/hether or not the organisms v/ere 
tested for their pathogenicity and hence their virulence is left in 
doubt. This work however, supports that of Gzaplewski in shov/ing 
that cultures can be kept alive for long periods of time if the 
transporati on is reduced to a minimum. At the present time some 
comjnorcial concerns claim that they are able to increase the 
efficiency of their parti culsr cultures of legume bacteria by 
alternate inoculations; first on agar, then into sterile green­
house soil growing the specific legume to which the organism in 
question is adapted, and re'-isolating the organism from the nodules 
produced on the roots of the legume. If this is possible for the 
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symbiotic bacteria tlien It seems prabablo that the same might be 
accomplished in tho car.e of the non-Dymbiotie organisms. The 
foliCKTin^ questions naturally suggest themselves:-
1. Can tile nitrogen fiydng pew ers of Azotobactcr be increased 
by periodic transfers on nitrogen free media? 
2, Can the nitrogen fixing pov/ers of Azotdbacter be increased 
by growing the organism in the presence of grazing plants? 
In outlining work to answer the above questions it was realized 
that a large number of bacteria should be used. A number of large 
ceiled nitrogen fixing organisms that had all the s taining reactions 
of the Azotdbacter type and also clcsely resfmbled it in size and 
shape, were Isolated in pure cultures from soil secured from the 
humus plotr. at this station and v/ere designated v/i th laboratory 
numbers. At the same time a number of pure cultures were secured 
and their activities determined along xyith tha; a of the unnamed 
cultures. The pure cultures Virere kindly furnished by Dr. J. G. 
Lipman of the 11. J. Agric. Expt. Station, and also by the Amc-rican 
auseum of Natural History of Mew York. , 
Medium usedJ- Tiie nitrcgen free medium used througlxout the 
experinssntal work was a modification of that propcsed and used by 
Lipman (35), the composition of which is as follavs:-
Distilled water 1000 CO 
Magnesium sulphate . 
Di-potassium phosphate 0.2 grams 
0.2 
Calcium chloride 0 . 0 2  "  
De>:trose 
10^^ Ferric chloride solution 
10.0 
2 drops 
The solution was brou-f^ht to boiiing and made neutral to 
phenolphthalein by the addition of n/10 NaOH. If a solid medium 
was desired ifo poevdered agar was added. Sterilization was ac­
complished by placing in the autoclav at 10 pounds for twenty minuter 
Methods:- Inoculation was secured by scraping off a two days 
growth from the agar slants by means of a sterile needle and trans­
ferring to flask s comtaining fifty co of the above solution. In 
order to determine whether the nitrogen fixing paver of the organ­
isms were stimulated by the addition of nitrogen, a solution 
exactly similar to the above but containing one milligraai of 
nitrogen as sodium nitrate v/as prepared. 
Preliminary studies All of the organisms of the Azotobacter 
type, both the pure c dtures and the unnamed cultures, were inocu­
lated into fifty cc of both of the above solutions and tested 
for their nitrogen fixing pa?ers. The inoculated solutions were 
incubated for three V7eeks at room temperature (22-25 degrees C) 
and then Kjeldahlized. The amount of nitrogen fixed by each orgari-
isra in the different solutions is shown in table 1, The same 
cultures were transferred tv/elve times at tliree to four day intervals 
on nitrogen free media and their nitrogen fixing power tested in 
solutions with and without nitrogen. The results appear in table 2, 
TABLE 1 
Nitrogen-fixation by pure cultures in solution vYith and 
without nltro/?:en. 
K-fixed in mgs. 
solution without solution with 
organism nitrogen nitrc^en 
I-ab. 2.24 0.14 It 2 2.38 1.54 
I t  3 0.28 r> 
u  4 0.98 I!96 
t l  6 1.96 1,82 
I t  7 3,22 1.68 
U- 9 0.42 2.10 
t i  10 0.42 0.84 
ts  11 0.42 0.70 
n 12 lost 1.40 
» 14 1.12 ICS t 
I t  15 2,80 1,12 
I t  16 7.14 lost 
t l  18 0.28 0.42 
t l  19 1.12 i.54 
II  20 0.56 1.96 
t l  21 0.56 2.10 
« 22 0.42 2.52 
n 23 0.70 2.52 
M 24 0.70 1,82 
II  25 0.28 1.82 
II  26 0.56 2,10 
II  27 1.12 5.60 
A •  vinelsndii lost 2.66  
A.  chroococcuinl HCM)4.20  3.08 
R chrpococcum 0,84 1.54 
A.  chroococcuniC CQi3$0.70 2.52 
A.  heyerinckii 0.84 1,68 
A.  "bej'erinckii #5 1.96 2.38 
15 
a 1 troEon-'Vixatim b.y sutq cultures in soXuti-on and, g ithout 
nitrcyroG — RfUji" each or.^anisia hag been tr?.j:iaf9rreci tv/glvc tiaos 
OQ Klircyrea-froo at ti-ir<'fc to four 6q.u Interva^. 
Hitrogcn fixed in {a,?T>. 
nolutiori Vfithout solution with 
orf'p.nissi nltro.^n nitrogorj, 
,ab, 0,S4 1.1^ 
K> 0.14 0.0 f* 3 0.14 0.08 jr 4 0.S8 
•f 6 0.0 0.84 
7 0.2a 0.£6 
'• S 0*0 1.26 
•» 10 0.90 0.0 
11 0.0 , 1.68 
n IS 0.0 
14 0.48 1.1£ 
r.f 15 0.0 1.40 
16 0.0 0.14 
IS 0.0 e.4£ 
19 c.o .•N fx V » 
pi 20 0.93 1.54 
tf 0.84 f?. «30 
**<& 1.12 ft- £5 a. 10 1 
24 0.0 1.68 
Xi C-r 0.0 0»28 
n 26 1.12 I.S2 
w £7 1.40 -•? eft i£" 9 
g 0 •>./ » *./ 
chrooc cciiB J 1 ? X.S2 
chr oocGC^Eiai (HCM) O 2?" O 1.12 
chroococcura (GOIO) 0,0 1.26 
bo5orinckil 0.42 'T CO '• 
bey erinckil .'••S 1.12 0 • ''J 
14 
The labcfiratcr y orf^anisnis used in table 1 have been freshly 
isolated and purified from the soil, while the naiTBd cultures had 
been kept on agar slants for varying periods of time, Ivhile the 
inoculated culture solutions were incubating the transfers were 
being nade in preparation for the inoculations for table 2. 
If table lis compared with table 2 it will be noticed that a 
niajority of ths organisras hovo decreased in their abilitj? to fix 
atmospheric nitrcgoi • A few however, have shown a slight increase 
or have had at least been able to retain their efficiency. From 
the latter, eight were selected for further study and tte others 
eliminated. The eight selected were #4, #22, #26, #27, A. vine-
landii, A. chroococcum. A. beyerinckii« and A. cliroococcum (HCM) , 
These eight or-ganisms were studied under both laboratory' and green­
house conditions. 
Laboratory studies;- The laboratory studies were planned with 
the idea of answering the questions outlined above and were arranged 
in a series of three experiments, as follows:-
1. To determino the effect of transfers raadeesrery other day 
on the nitrogen fixing paver of the organisms. 
2. To detemine the effect of transfers made once each week 
in sand cultures variously modified. 
3. To determine the effect of graving four of the organisms 
on both agar and i-and in large flasks with and without tte presence 
of growing plants. 
Series 1. 
To determine the effect of transfers made every ether day on 
the nitrogen f ixing power of the organisms. 
Using the eight selected organisms transfers were made every 
other day on the nitrogen free media mentioned above, for a period 
15 
of three weeks. It was feorcd th t such rapid transferring for a 
lather long period on a inediura practically free of nitrcgen would 
reduce the vitality of the orgcsnismn, accordin^y each fifth trans­
fer was made on a modification of the medium. This inodificatit>n 
consisted in the addition of one milligram of nitrogoi as sodium 
nitrate to each liter of the ref^lrr dextrose agar. At tiie end of 
the transfer period the organisms were inoculated into the solution 
described s.bove for the other experiments, incubated for tiie s sjne 
periods of time, and the amount of nitrogen fixed detemined by 
Kjeldahlizing. The results of the determinat ions is shown in 
table 3, 
TABLS 3. 
The effect of transfers made every other day f or four weeks 
on the nitr(y:en-f ixin^ poyer of the or nanisms. 
Nitrogen fixed in mgs.  
Solution without Solution with 
Organism nitrogen. nitrogen. 
(a) (h) av. (a) (B) av. 
Xtab. ,7' "4 d.l4 0.42 0.28 0.70 0.42 0.56 
" 22 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.14 0.56 0.35 
" 26 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.28 0.98 0.63 
" 27 0.28 3.50 2j,98 0.70 0.98 0.84 
A. vine. 0.28 0.42 0.35 0.98 0.98 0.98 
A. chrooc. 0.56 0.28 0.42 0.98 1.12 1.05 
A. chrooc (HCJ5) 2.66 ICB t S .66 1.40 1.40 1.40 
A, beyer. 0.84 2,66 1.75 0.28 0.28 0.28 
It appears that these transfers were made too often and pro­
bably it would have been better if they had been made every four or 
five days or at least at longer intervals. Tables 1 and 2 showed 
that twelve of the cultures had increased in efficiency after they 
had beoi transferred eveiy three days for thirty-six days v/hich ivould 
lend support to tire above siapposition. However, during the latter work 
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the organiEsms did not shov/ any indications of a loss of vitality 
as the growth at all times was vigorous and quite rapid. Table 3 
shows that in spite of all indications there Vv'as a decrease in the 
nitrogen fixing powers of all the organisms except in the case of 
A. chroococcum (HCIfi) whicli appears to hove retained its efficiency 
throughout the experiment . 
Series 2, 
To determine the effect of transfers made once each week in 
sand cultures vsrl ously modifl ed. on the nitrogen-f ixlng power of 
the organisas. 
In the follasring experiment sand Instead of agar was used as 
the basis for the medium. To this sand there v/as added ground oats 
straw, ground red clover hay and the regular dextrose solution, or 
the dextrose solution containing nitrogen. The tests were carried 
out in tubes the arrangeraent of which was as follows 
6.25 gr. sand f 2.5 cc N. free dextrose solution. 
" " " + S.5 cc dextrose solution containing 0.13 gr, NaNO^ 
per liter. 
" " " f 3.5 cc N. free dux. sol. -h 0.1 clover hay. 
" " " f 3.5.CC " " " " -h 0.1 " Oats straw. 
The organisms were transferred directly from the slants into 
the tubes, alla-;ed to incubate at room totiperature for seven days 
and then a small portion of the sand vms transferred to a fresh 
tube of the same medium as the original. Aa this particular ex­
periment was not carried out until seme time after the other ex­
periments, the efficiency of the organisms was tested before they 
were inoculated into the sand. The follov/ing table shews the amount 
of nitrogen fixed by the pure cultures at the beginning of this 
series of inoculations, using the dextrose solution, the same 
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period of incutiation, and the same metliods as were foil off ed in the 
experiments cited above; 
TABLE 4; 
The nitrogen fixin.p; power of the pure cultures immediately 
before the start of the sand culture experlm.ents. 
Solution v/ithout K. Solution with lU 
Organism. (a) (b) av. (a) (b) av 
Labi , r4  0 .14  0 .70  0;42  0 .28  1 ,54  0 .91  
" 22 0.0  0 .0  0 ,0  3;36  3 ,08  3 i22  
"  26  0 ,0  0 .14  0;07  2i94 2.66  2 i80  
" 27 0.0  0 .0  0 .0  2 .38  2 .52  2 .45  
A; vine, 0.0  0 .0  0 .0  l i40  1 .40  1  i40  
" chrooc 0.0  0 .14  0 .07  2 .80  2 .66  2 i73  It  n (HCM)O.O 0.0  0 .0  2 .52  2 .38  2 .45  
" beyer. 0.98  0 .84  0 .91  2 .94  lost 2i94  
At the end of the f ourtti transfer period, i. e. four v^eeks 
after the start of the experimental series, the organisms were 
inoculated into dextrose solution and their nitrq^oi fixing powers 
determined. The transferring v;as continued for four weeks longer 
making in all eight weeks, at the ©id of which time the final in­
oculation into dextrose solution was made. The influence of the 
dextrcee, oats, and clover in the presence of sand on the nitrogen 
fixing power of the organisms used is shown in tables 5 and 6, the 
results of which show that both large celled organisms of the 
Azotobacter type and the A?-otobacter themselves, make gains in 
their nitrogen fixing pavers. The specific kind of carbonaceous 
material appears to make but little difference in this case as 
there is no distinct gain shavn due to different 
materials. It will be noticed that six of the organisms have shewn 
gains and that A. chroococcum has made the most notable gain of 
f 
all, especially in the presence of the oats straw. The nitrogen-
fixing power of §4 appears to be somewhat constant throu^out the. 
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series, there "bGing no appreciable gain or loss. A. beyGrlncIrll 
has shovm a decided loss in its pavers to fix nitrogen in each of 
the four media, but gives a slight indication that in the presence 
of the clover hay it may be slowly regaining its powers. 
TABLS 5. 
Hltrogen ftxed by the pure cultures after four transfers 
in sand at pe ri ods of s even days each. 
Nitrogen Fixed in Mgs, 
Organism 
Lab 
If  
U 
n 
A. 
t l  
u 
» 
#4 
22 
26 
27 
vine. 
chrooc 
"• (HGM) 
beyer. 
dex. s ol, 
0.28 
0.07 
0.77 
,0.42 
0.14 
0.21 
0o07 
0.14 
dex. sol 
Y N 
0.35 
0.28 
0.07 
0.35 
0.21 
0.21 
0.14 
0.28 
dex. sol. + dex. sol. 
oatestrav/. -f clover hay 
0.28 
0.0  
0.14 
3J.27 
0.42 
0.07 
1.19 
0.35 
0.98 
0.35 
0 .0 
0.42 
0.28 
0.21 
0.42 
0.28 
TiVBIE 6. 
Nltrcpien. f Ixed b^ the pure cultures after ei/:rht transfers at 
peri ods of s evea days each. 
Nitrogen Fixed in Mgs. 
Organism dex. sol. dex. sol. dex. sol. dex. sol. 4-' 
f K. f os.ts stravcT. clover hay. 
Lab . 0.30 0.20 0.30 0.40 
" 22 0.20 0.20 0.20 2.00 
" 26 0.70 0.40 0.0 1.00 
tl 27 0.20 0.10 . 0.40 0.50 
A. vine. 0.20 0.40 0.40 0.50 
" chrooc. 0.30 0.10 0.20 , lost 
" " (HCM) 0.10 0.40 0.40 1.40 
" beyer. 0.0 0.0 0.20 0.50 
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Series 3, 
To d etemine the e ffect of p-rc^,' inp; four of t hs or-nanisms on 
both a/yar and sand in iar.a:e f laskg with and w ithout -Uie presence 
of .j?ravin.g plants. 
The main points to be considered in this expoi'-iment were; an 
increase in the sur-face area over %'hich the organism could grov;; 
an increase in the time betv/een transfers and the growing of the 
organisms in the presence of an undetemined species of algae, and 
with growing oats eoid red clover plants. Two liter Erlenmey.er flasks 
were used and they were arranged in the following manner conf ;rr!iing 
to the outlines of the experimcnt;-
Plask #1. 1000 cc N. free dex. agar + 1 gr. CaCO- planted to oatB. 
" 2. 1000 cc " • " " " ^1 " " " to red clover, 
" 3. 1000 cc " " " " ^ 1 " " " with an un-
deter-inined species of algae. 
" 4, 1000 gr. pure quarts sand ^ 180 cc N. free dex. solution 
neutralized with CaCO,, planted v;ith oats. 
" 5 1000 gr. pure quarta sand ^ 180 cc. N. free dex. solution 
neutralized with CaCO , planted with red clover. 
6 1000 Gr. pure quartz sand ^ 180 cc solution without dex. 
neutralized with GaC0„, planted with an undetermined 
species of alr-ae. ^ 
Check flasks of sand and dextrose agar. 
The flasks of agar were sterilized in the autoclav at ten pounds 
for thirty minutes, but the flasks of sand were sterilized for four 
hours at fi/teoi pounds pressure, once a day for three consecutive 
days., Bacteriological tests made on the sand at the end of the 
sterilising shavdd that they were sterile. 
TIb culture of the algae used was not purified as it was so 
clcsely associated with a bacterial growth that a separation would 
have required a long time. It was gravn in sterile distilled water, 
however, for about three iiionths before it was used for inoculation 
purposes. The inoculation of the algae was made in the flasks about 
two weeks before the inoculation with the Azotobacter cultures. 
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This was for the purpose of allaving the algae to make a sufficient 
grew th to supjply the bacterial culttires v/ith a sufficient amount of 
carbonaceous material. In order to prevent contamins tion by the 
oats and red clover plants, the seeds were first soaked three minutes 
in a 1-500 solution of mercuric chloride, washed in sterile distilled 
water tliree tiass and tlien planted in sterile agar plates. 3y this 
means the seeds were sprouted and any that were contaminf.ted were 
rejected. The sprouted seeds v;ere transferred from the plates to 
the flasks by means of the platinum needle. This was accoraplishBd 
by cutting out a block of the agar containing the sprouted seed and 
placing in the proper position on the medium in the flask. After 
the transfer of the seeds the flasks v/ere carefullj^ cibserved for 
five days to insui'e the absence of any contanrination. 
As all the flasks contained growing plants no attempt ?/as made 
to exclude the light , but at tlie same time the flasks imre not placed 
in the direct sunli^it. They were kept on a table about eight feet 
from a large 'window facing the west. All the flasks were plugged 
with non-absorbent cotton and after inoculation a cap of paraffined 
paper was placed over the mouth and held in place with a riabber band. 
As would be expected, the plants did not develo,:; rapid growth, Uie 
oats ho^rever, grew much faster thaji the clover for about tlaree v/eeks, 
and then both began to lose chlorophyl until by the end of the exper­
iment, five weeks, the majority of the plants had died. The oats and 
clover in the flasks inoculated with A. chroococcum (PICM) and the 
clover in the flasks inoculated with B. radicicola shewed a slight 
gain in grw th and altho they were far from vigorous at the end of 
the experiment, were still alive and grming slov/ly. 
Organisms used;- The organisms used were A. chroococcum (HCM), 
A. vinelandii, A. beyerinckii and for the purpose of comparison, B. 
radicicola isolated frcsn the nodules of sweet clover. The latter 
was isolated and purified especially for this series, being intro­
duced to compare the effects of a symbiotic and non-symbiotic organ­
ism on the growth of the plant used. The results secured with it 
havever, were of no great significance. 
At the close of the experiment, that is, after alla?/ing the 
bacteria to remain undisturbed in the flasks fcr five weeks, transfers 
were made directly from the flasks into 50 cc of the Nitrogen-free 
dextrose solution, incubated for three weeks, and the nitrogen fixed 
determined in the usual manner. The total amount of nitrogen fixed by 
the bacteria themselves, as well as the amount fixed by the bacteria 
but due to the stimulative action of the plants on the bacterial activi­
ties j is shown in the accompanying table 7, This table shos/s clearly 
that there is a stimulation of the nitrogen fixing power of the or­
ganisms due to the presence of a growing plant. This is especially 
noticeable in the case of A, vinelandii. and A. chroococcum (HCM), 
and to some extent in the case of A. beyerinckii. A vinelandii was 
stimulated throughout the entire series except when grown in sand in 
the presence of the algae. Apparently there was no difference between 
the oats and algae when grown on the agar while in the sand medium the 
greatest stimulaticai was produced by the red clover. The activities 
of A, chroococcum appear-ed to be stimulated to the greatest extent 
by the presence of algae in both the sand and the agar,, While the 
oats gave rather a poor stimulation in b oth cases, red clover however, 
gave good results in the agar but not in the sand. 
A. beyerinckii was retarded in its nitrogen fixing par/er by 
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the presence of algae in both the agar and sand, but was r.timulnted 
by red clovcr in both. The cats hoover, only stimulated this or­
ganism when grofm on the agar. The nitrogen fixing paver of B. 
radicicola was so low throughout the experiment that the results 
are not considered, 
TABLE 7. 
The effect of growing plants on the nitrogen-fixing poafer of 
pure cultures. 
Nitrc^en fixed in mgE 
Inocu­
lum. 
Plant 
Medium used 
sag.  N. Fixed 
(a) (b) 
total 
amount 
less due to 
algae bact. 
av« check action 
less 
sand 
or 
agar 
Che ok 
total 
amt.due 
to 8tim 
ulative 
act. of 
plants, 
3 
algae 
vine-
landii 
t9 
t9  
n 
ic 
chroo-
coccum 
(ROM) tl 
1> 
U 
Bl 
n 
oeyer-
inckli tt 
tl 
It 
(I 
ts  
t9 
B. rad. 
G. do, 
n 
tl 
tt 
agar cteck 0,84 
sand " 1.40 
agar check 1.12 
sand " 1.40 
agar oats 3.66 
" R. do. 2.10 
" algae 4.20 
sand oats 4.20 
•" R. do. 4.48 
" algae 2.52 
agar check 0.0 
sand " 0.28 
agar oats 0.28 
" n. do. 1.82 
" algae 3.92 
oa ts 0.28 
R. do. 0.28 
algae 3.22 
sand 
«> 
:;gar 
sand 
jheck fJ 0.0 0.28 
0.14 
1.40 
0.0 
1.39 
1.39 
1.39 
gar oats 0.14 
" R. do. 0.14' 
" algae 0.56 
oats 
R Clo 
agar oats 
" R. clo. 
" algae 
sand.oats 
" K. clo. 
" :algae 
sand 
f t  
algae 
0.42 
0.14 
0.42 
0.84 
0.98 
0.98 
1.40 
3.52 
2.38 
lost 
4.06 
4.06 
2.80 
0.0 
0.14 
0.44 
3.22 
3.50 
0.56 
los t 
5.18 
0.0 
0.42 
0.0 
1.-40 
0.0 
1.39 
1.39 
1.40 
0.14 
0.14 
0.56 
0.0 
0.0 
0.56 
0.84 
1.19 
1.05 
1.40 
3.59 
2.24 
4.20 
4.13 
4.27 
2 .66  
0.0 
0.21 
0.56 
2.52 
3.71 
0.42 
0 . 2 8  
4.20 
0.0 
0.35 
0.07 
1.40 
0.0 
1.39 
1.39 
1.40 
0.14 
0.14 
0.56 
0.21 
0.07 
0.49 
0.84 
1.19 
0.84 
1.19 
3.59 1.05 2.54 
2.24 1.05 
3.36 1.05 2.31 
4.13 1.40 2.73 
4.27 1.40 2.87 
X.47 1.40 0.07 
0.36 0.0 0.35 
2.52 0.0 2.52 
2.87 0.0 2.87 
0.42 0.21 0.21 
0.28 0.21 0.07 
3.01 • 0.21 2.80 
0.07 0.0 0.07 
1.40 0.0 1.40 
1.39 0.35 1.04 
1.39 0.35 1.04 
0.21 0.35 - -
0.14 
0.14 
0.84 
0.21 
0.07 
1.19 —. 
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CONGLU.^jIOMS FROM T,AB0KAT0RY fr.TlIDIES. 
•1, Transfers made on a nitrq;)^en free dextrose a^^ar mere 
often than once each week are detrimental to the nitrcgon fixing 
poster of Azotobacter and other large celled nitrogen fixing 
organisitis of the same type. 
2, Transfers made once each week'into a pure sand rcediurn 
containing Qone carbonaceous material are beneficial to the 
nitrogen fixing po7/er of the Azotobacter in general, but the 
effect on A. beyerinckli appears to bo detrimental. 
3, The nitrogen fixing pov^ers of A. vine land ii is stimu­
lated to a marked exfent v/hen grown in large flasks for five weeks 
in the presence of red clover and o^ts on both agar and sand, It 
is stimulated bj!- the presence of alga© when gravn on agar but not 
when grown, on sand. 
4, The nitrogen fixing por/ers of A. chroococcum is stimulated 
to a marked extent when grown on agar for five weeks in the presence 
of growing 00 ts and red clover, but to a less extent when grow ing 
with the same plants in ssnd. The greatest stimulation f cr this 
organism is produced by growing it in the presence cC algae in 
Slther sand or agar for the same period of time. 
5, The nitrogen fixing pavers of A. beyerinckii is stlrau-
•• la led by the presence of red clover ivhen gravn on either sand or 
agar, qnd by os.ts when grom in sand. Algae in either agar or sand 
appears to have a depressing effect on the nitrogen fixing pavers 
of this organism. 
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GREEKIi OUSE STUDIES. 
At the conclusion of the first experiment the ei^t organisms 
selected for the studies in the laboratory series 1, 2 and 3 were 
also inoculated into soils in pots in the greenhouse. Ground oats 
straw or ground clover hay v/ere added to these soils and tlie 
nitrogen-fixing efficiency of the organisms both in fallow noils 
and in the presence of f^rowing oats plants determined, Wiree exper­
iments v/ere carried out in this test, as soon as one crop was removed 
and the soil in the pot sampled, it was immediately reseeded and 
another crop grown. Strict account was kept of the amount of 
nitrogen added in the seed end in the organic matter. The dry weipht 
of the crop and the K. content as well as the nitrogen content oi' 
the soil at the end of each experiment was determined. 
Soil used:- The soil used throughout the experiment was of' 
the type classified by the United States Bureau of Soils as Miami 
Silt Loam, and according to tests in the laboratory the sample used 
did not contain any Azotobacter organisms. Neither did it contain 
any organisms that resembled those of the Azotobacter type. A 
large amount of this soil was thoroughly air dried, sieved to re­
move all small stones, and thoroughly luixed. Ten pounds of this 
soil were placed in each of eighty glased pots, seventy-two of v;hich 
were treated in the followiag manner:- Half, or tiiirty-six pots 
received an application of 22.68 grams groujnd oats straw, and the 
other half received an equivalent amount of ground red clover hay. 
Ti;is application (22,68 grams) was equivalent to a five ton appli­
cation of this material per acr§. The -round material 7/as thoroughly 
incorporated in the soil, and the soil packed firmly in the pots. 
As the pots used were glazed on the inside and made tight tiiere was 
no loss by leaching, neither was there ariy drainage provided. 
Methods of inoculation:- The inoculum used as the dextrose 
solution described above. 1500 cc were placed in each of six 2 L, 
flasks and inoculated V7ith tlie organism desired end incubated for 
seven days. Microscopic examinations were made at the end of the 
incubation period to insure vigorous ^rov/th and. the purity of the 
culture. 150 cc of tJie solution was used as the inoculum for each 
pot. TiiC inoculum was poured wer the surface of the dry soil and 
washed into it by tlie addition of sufficient water to bring the 
moisture content up to the optimum, which in this case was found 
to be 25 p. The pots were then v/eiij^hed, covered with a cloth, and 
allowed to remain undisturbed for three days, in order to permit the 
moisture to become thoroughly distributed throughout the soil. The 
pots were then arranged in the manner shoiyn belov/ snd seeded to 
oat s. 
PLAN OF EXPERIMENT. 
Pot. No. Treatment Inoculati on, 
1,3 Fallow Oats straw A. chroococcum 
2,4 Cropped Oats straw » I t  
5,7 Fallow Clover hay 11 n 
638 Cropped Clover hay t l  tt 
9 $ 11 Fallow Oats s traw A. chroococcum 
10,12 Cro-^ped Oats strav? n t t  
13,15 Pallcjisr Clover hay ei n 
14,16 Cropped Glover hay u I t  
17,19 Fall ow Oats straw A. beyerinckii 
18,20 Cropped Oats stra?; 19 n 
21,23 Faliov; Glover hay n n 
22,24 Cropped Clover hay tr n 
25,27 Fallow Oats s traw A. vinelandli 
26,28 Cropped Oats straw {} i» 
29,31 Fall ow Glover hay It 
30,32 Cropped Clover hay ft It 
33 ,35 Fallow Oats s traw 26 D 
34,36 Cropped, Oats straw n 
37,39 FallOKT Clover hay 13 
38.40 Cropped Clover hay n 
41,43 Fallow Oats s trav? 27 D 
42,44 Cropped Oats straw n  
45,47 Pal 1 ov/ Clover hay 9> 
46,48 Cropped Glover hay f l  
49,51 Fallow Oats straw 22 D 
50 ,52 Cropped Oats straw ! t  
53,55 Fail av Clover hay 
54,56 Cropped Glover hay ff 
57,59 Fal iov7 Oats straw 4 D 
58,60 Cropped Oats strav/ « 
61,63 Fal 1 ow Clover hay 11 
62,64 Cropjied Clover hay II 
65,67 Fallow Oats straw Mixed culture 
66,68 Cropped Oats straw 0 
69,71 Fallov/ Clover hay t (  tl 
70,72 Cropped Clover;|^hay I f  f l  
73,74 Pallcw Oats straw Check 
75',76 Cropped Oats s trs.w t t  
77,78 Fallow Glover hay (1 
79,80 Check Glover hay n 
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Planting the pots:- The variety of oats used was the Early 
Champion, thirty grains of which were planted in each pot at each 
seeding. The seeds were planted at five points, six seeds in a 
place. One of these points being in the center of the pot and the 
other four were arranged between the center and the edge and at 
equal distances apart. viTnesi the plants appeared tliey were tiiinned 
out to but one plant in each place. The discarded plants were 
allojyed to remain and decay on the soil in Uie pot from which they 
were drawn. 
Graying period:- The length of the growing period was determined 
when the seed bearing spike appeared. This period varied slightly 
in each of the series run, the first closed in sixty-three days, 
the second in sixty-nine days, and the third in seventy days after 
planting. 
Care of the pots:- The pots were watered with tap v/ater about 
every other day and were weighed once each week. The loss in weight 
was replaced with water in order to keep the moisture content at 
the optimum. The growth of the plants was carefully noted and was 
recorded by n®ans of photographs at different periods, and at the 
end of the growing period for the series. The harvested plants were 
dried, weighed, and the total nitrogen content determined by the 
usual Kjeldahl method. 
Sampling the pots:- At the close of each series of experiments 
the soils v/ere removed from the pots,placed on a sterile oil cloth, 
thoroly mixed, sampled and returned to the original pot. The sam­
ple taken at this time approximated 500 grams dry weight. The 
pots were again seeded as soon as possible and the experiment con­
tinued. During the short period between sampling and reseeding the 
moisture cmtent was kept at the optimum. 
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Preliminarj' or check analysis;- The preliminary analyses, 
showing the nitrcgen contoit of the original air dried soil, and of 
the same soil mixed with Uie ground oats or clover are aB follows 
22.68 grs, ground oats straw contained 0.1416 grs. nitrcgen av, 6 dets 
22,68 " Clover hay O.^iboo 
10 pounds original soil " 2.3494 * 6 
oats straviT " 2,4910 " " 6 
]_0 " " " ^ clo hay " 2,7647 " ' ® 
Action of denitrifying bacteria:- Soon after the plants started 
graving during the first period it was noticed that some of them were 
very mudi stunted in their grw/th and it seemed that action by the 
de-nitrifying organisms might explain the difficulty. In crder to 
determine if such was the case, samples were drawn from each pot by 
means of a sterile corkborer near the center of the pots. These 
samples weighed about six or eight grams, and were placed isnmediately 
in sterile .tubes. Sterile water was then added to the tubes and a 
soil suspension made from whfch inoculations were made into Giltay's 
de-nitrifying solution. The solution was incubated three weeks aM 
the amount of nitrate nitrogen as well as the total nitrogen deter-
mined* The nitrates were determined by the aluminum reduction 
method of Potter and Snyder, while the total nitrogen was determined 
by the official method. These two determinations on the same solu­
tion was made possible by the fact tiiat the aluminiim reduction was 
carried out by aeration, thus leaving the original solution avail­
able to be analyzed for total nitrogen. That the de-nitrifying 
organisms were not the limiting factor in the grcxvth oi the plants 
is shoivn by the results in table 8. Only five soils, namely those 
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TABLE 8 
The activities of the denitrifying;: bacteria in soils three 
weeks after the start of the experiment. 
nitrate Total 
Pot N. mgs. N. nu^s . N. mfcs 
1 0.70 lost - - -
2 1.05 6.03 7.07 
o • 0.98 - - - - . .  
4 0.91 5.60 6.51 
5 0.90 4.20 5.10 
6 0.56 8.12 8.68 
7 0.70 7.8fi 8.54 
8 0.79 8.14 8.93 
9 0.70 7.07 7.77 
10 0.42 7.07 7.49 
11 0.70 _ 
12 0.84 8.96 9.80 
13 0.86 6.16 7.02 
14 0,65 7.56 8.21 
15 0.56 — 
16 1.71 6.16 7.87 
17 0.56 7.56 8.12 
18 0.96 7.70 8.66 
19 0.42 8 .61 9.03 
20 0.84 8.40 9.24 
21 0.84 7.91 8.75 
22 0.56 9.38 9.94 
23 0.70 - - - - - -
24 0.78 7.21 7.98 
25 0.86 6 .44 7.30 
26 0.06 7.42 7.48 
27 0.58 8.04 8.62 
28 0.87 7.28 8.15 
29 0.56 5.04 5.60 
30 ... 6.30 
31 1.54 5.32 6.86 
32 0.43 9.10 9.53 
33 0.70 - - -
34 0.56 8.54 9.10 
35 0.98 7.56 8.54 
36 0.79 8.68 9.47 
37 0.86 7.00 7.86 
38 0.90 6.44 7.34 
39 1.54 6.58 8.12 
40 0.63 - - -
41 0.63 7.56 8.19 
42 0.56 4.90 5.46 
43 0.70 - - -
44 0.90 < 6.86 7.84 
check 
8.23 
amt. de­
nitrified 
1.16 
•3.13 
41- : 
0.46 
0.74 
1.21 
0.02 
0.36 
0.11 
0.25 
0.93 
0.75 
• 
• 
0.08 
2.63 
1,37 
0.37 
0.89 
0.11 
0.04 
2.77 
0.39 
Mo denitrification is shown by s 
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Table 8 continued. 
nitrate Total amt, de­
Pot K. m^s. K. fflics. S. . check nitrified. 
45 0.77 2.80 3.57 8'.'23 4.66 
46 1.05 6.30 7.35 I t  0»88 
47 0.77 6.16 7.35 H ,0.88 
48 0.56 6.02 6.58 ( 1  
49 0.94 7.28 8.32 H • '' • • ' 
50 0.91 - - f t  
51 0.81 7.77 8.58 I I  •  •  
52 0.50 7.70 8.20 I t  0.03 
53 0.77 8.12 8.89 \ i  •  
54 0.49 7.56 8.05 I f  0.18 
55 0.86 6.44 7.30 f t  0.83 
56 1.00 6.09 • 7.09 i f  1.14 
57 0.86 5.46 6.32 n 1.81 
58 0.86 7.70 8.56 (t m 
59 0.86 5.60 6.46 u 1.77 
.60 1.33 
61 0.91 ? n 
62 0.78 1,96 2.74 rt 5.49 
63 1.26 5.60 6.86 1.37 ' 
64 1.31 4.76 6.07 t i  2.16 
65 1.26 7.28 8.54 E9  •  • 
66 0.98 1.54 S.52 5.71 
67 0.14 7.28 7.42 n 0.61 
68 0.70 6.16 6.86 H 1.37 
69 0.56 6.72 7.28 t t  0 ,'96 
70 0.84 t l  
71 0.49 8.40 8 . 8 ^  
72 0.67 7.98 3.65 tl • 
73 0.87 6.02 6.89 t f i  1.34 
74 1.05 7.70 8.75, () a  •  
75 0.65 9.80 10.43. t l  •  • 
76 0.51 8.12 8.63 I I  • 
» No derdtrification is shown by : 
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in pots #29, 45, 62, 64 and 66 show any great loss in nitrogen while 
some of the pots sho^ that they have actually gained in total nitro­
gen content. This gain is particularly noticeable in the soils inoc­
ulated with A. beyerinckii, #26, and in the check pots. 
Preliminary tests for nitrogen fixation;- In order to get some 
indication of the action of tiie bacteria in the inoculated soils, 
four weeks after the start of the experiment saiaples wor^ taken from 
the fallow pots and their total nitrogai content d stem ined. The 
results of this detemination is shown in table 9, and while it will 
be noticed that every soil shows a rain in the nitrogen content o; er 
that in the original soil, and over the check soils, the actual 
gain due to the action of the bacteria introduced is very slight. 
Organisms 22, 4 and the mixed cultures do not show any gain vAiatever, 
and the others show only a slight gain in the© soils that have had 
clover added. It is possible that variation in the rate of decom­
position between the clover and the straw niay cause this difference. 
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TABLE 9 
The activity of the bacteria in the inoculated fallow aoils four 
weeks after the start of the greenhouse experiments. Grams of nitro­
gen per IQ pounds of soil. 
Grams N. 
Pot 1st 2nd av. orig, nit­
rogen con­
tent of 
soil. 
X • o, .0643 lost 3 .0643 2 .4910 
3. 5, .0643 3, .2281 3 .1462 r> .4910 
5. 3 .8942 3 .8942 3 .8942 2 .7647 
7. 3 .8304 3 .9581 3 ,8942 2 .7647 
9. 3 .0643 3 .2281 3 .1462 s, .4910 
il. 3 .2281 3 .2281 3 .2281 2 .4910 
13. 4 .3411 4 .0996 4 .2203 2 .7647 
15. 3 .9581 4 .0857 4 .219 2 .7647 
17. 3 .2281 3 .2281 3 .2281 o w .4918 
19. 3 .2281 3 .0643 3 .1462 2 .4910 
21. 4 .2134 4 .0219 4 .1176 2 .7647 
23. 4 .0219 3 .9581 3 .9900 2 .7647 
25. 3 .2281 3 ,2558 3 .2419 2 .4910 
27. 3 .2239 3 .2239 3 .2239 2 .4910 
29 3 .7665 4 .0857 3 .9261 2 .7647 
31. 4 .2772 4 .0219 4 .1490 2 .7647 
oo • 3 .2281 3 .2281 3 .2281 2 .4910 
55. 3 .0643 3 .1920 3 .1281 2 .4910 
37. 3 .8942 3.8304 3 .8623 2 .7647 
39. 3 .8942 3 .9304 3 .8623 2 .7647 
41 3 .2281 3 .2558 3 .2419 % .4910 
43. 3 .1929 3 .2281 3 . 2100 r> (J .4910 
45. 3 .9581 3 .9581 3 .9581 O .7647 
47. 3 .7665 o .8304 3 .7984 ' 2 .7647 
49. 2 .8409 2 .8409 2 .8409 2 .4910 
51. rj (J .9047 .7679 2 .8366 2 .4910 
53. 5 .7027 3 .8942 3 .7984 O .7647 
55. 3 .5431 o .6069 3 .5750 2 .7647 
57. 2 .8409 o C .9047 2 .8728 2 .4910 
59. o .8089 2 .7132 2 .7610 2 .4910 
61. 3 O .5752 3 .5590 O .7647 
63. 3 .5750 >7 o  .6069 3 .5909 2 .7647 
65. 2 .9047 2 .8408 2 .8727 2 .4910 
67. 2 .7451 2 .7451 o £.4 .7451 9 .4910 
69 3 .2239 3 .1920 3 .2079 n .7647 
71. 3 .6069 3 .4431 3 .5250 2 .7647 
checks 
73 2 .5536 2 .8089 2 .6812 o Cu .3494 
74 3.0643 3 .0324 3 .0483 2 .3494 
77 2 .9366 2 .8089 2 .8727 2 .3494 
78. 3 .0643 3 .2239 3 . 1441 2 .3494 
Nitrogen K. in Gain due 
increase checks and to bact. 
in soils th^t in activi-
oats and ties. 
clover hay 
Average four checks 
0.5333 
0o5552 
1.1295 
1.1295 
0.6552 
0.7371 
1.4556 
1.2572 
0.7371 
0.6552 
1.3529 
1.2253 
0.7509 
0.7329 
1.1614 
1.3S43 
0.7371 
0.6371 
1.0976 
1.0976 
0.7509 
0.7109 
1.1934 
1.0337 
0.3499 
0.3453 
1.0327 
0.8103 
0.3818 
0.2700 
0.7943 
0.8262 
0.3817 
0.2541 
0.4432 
0.7603 
0.3318 
0.6939 
0.5233 
0.7947 
0.5872 4 N. 
0.5872 + N. 
0.7288 
0.7288 
1.0025 
1.0025 
0.7288 
0.7288 
1.0025 
1.0075 
0.7208 
0.7288 
1.0025 
1.0025 
0.7288 
0.7288 
1.0025 
2), 0025 
0.7288 
0.7288 
1.0025 
1.0025 
0.7288 
0.7288 
1.0025 
1.0025 
0.7288 
0.7288 
1.0025 
1.0025 
0.7288 
0.^S88 
1.0025 
1.0025 
0.7288 
0.7280 
1.0025 
• 5). 0025 
0.1270 
0.1270 
0.0083 
0.4531 
0.2547 
0.0083 
0.3504 
0.2228 
0.0221 
0.0041 
0.1589 
0.3818 
0.0083 
0.0951 
0.0951 
0.0221>-
0.1909 
0.0312 
0.0312 
in oats 0.1416- 0.7288 
" cloverO.4153- 1.0025 
Arrangement- of tatles:- At tho ond of each erowtag Period the 
soil in each pot was sampled by the ^n^thod aesorlboa above, and the 
total nitrogen content of both the soil and the entire crop deter 
mined. As the differences between the three series or growing periods 
for each bactcrlal inoculation are practically the same cud each 
follows the same sort of activity, the amount of nitrogen found In 
the determinations and the relation that it bears to the total 
amount due to the bacterial activities will be given In three separ­
ate tables, one for each groulng period, at Vae end of this paper. 
Fr<m these complete tables three condensed tables have been maae, 
from which, the conclusions will be drawn and references to the more 
complete tables In the appendix will be made as the occasion demands. 
The condensed tables are as follows:- For the first growing period, 
table 10; for the seccnd groa/lng period, table 11; and for the tnlrd 
grOKliig period, table 12. In order that these tables may be the 
more easily understood a recapitulation table 13 has been prepared. 
First growing period:- The results of the determinations for 
this period are shown in appendix table 1 and in condensed table 10. 
As indicated by table 9, there has been a steady increase in the total 
amount of nltrcgen fixed In all of the soils. Shile ttiis increase is 
noticeable by a canparison of the total amounts of nitrogen in ti.e 
pots for eadi period. It Is still more marked if the last columns of 
tables 9 and 10 are compared. Here Is shown that not only have the 
bacteria beai active but that their activities are steadily on the 
increase, in fact, practically every case shows that the total amount 
fixed due to the bo.ctenal action has been moro than doubled during 
the latter five weeks of this series, or In other words, that the 
bacteria have been actively fixing the free atmospheric nitrogen. 
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The influence of the oats straw and clover hay ai the activities 
of the bacteria are quite marked, altho there are no indications tl:iat 
the distinctions are tlie same . These activities may be divided into 
two classes, first those more markedly affected by the presence of 
clover hay and second, those more markedly affected by the presence 
of oats straw. In the first class A. chroococcxm. A.. chroQCOCcuradlCM) . 
#26, #22 and the Mixed caitures stand out prominently. Each of 
these four organisms show no fixation whatever due to the presence of 
the decaying oats stravr, while they do show appreciable gains due to 
the presence of 'the clover hay This would indicate tliat the presence 
of the oits straw has either inhibited the activities of the organisms 
or it has Increased the activities of the other forms that are incapa­
ble of fixing nitrogen for their o\m use end have utilized that fixed 
by the inoculated organisms. In tliis first class must also be in­
cluded organisms 4 and 27, each of which shoiv a decided stimulation 
due to the clover hay and also show that they are able to utilize 
the oats straw as a source of energy. 
The second class, namely those more markedly affected by the 
presence of the oats straw, stand out quite prominently and include 
the two renaining forms, A. bev.erinckil and A. vlnelandii. A, beyer-
inckii shov/s the remarkable fact th£).t not only has the stimulation of 
its activities, due to the presence of the decaying clover been 
parallel to that of the other organisms, but also that the presence 
of the decaying 09ts straw has stimulated its nitrogen fixing 
powers to over 250 % of that of any other organism in the series 
^ith the sin^e exception of A. vinelandii. On the other hand, 
A. vinelandii, while showing a marked stimulation due to the 
presence of the oats, has alfeo shown that the clover hay has 
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affected its activities much the same as the oats straw has af­
fected the other organisms, that is, the presence of the'decaying 
clover hay has, in the cropped soils , decreased its nitrogen-fixing 
powers, and in the fallow soils, has completely inhibited them. 
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Ti\BI,E 10 
The Mitro^en fixed "by bacteria -— t Period. 
(Condensed from appendix table 1) 
Grams. H. per 10 pounds soil. 
Dupli­
cate 
pots 
Treat- oculxam 
ment used 
Grams 
Baot. in- Nitro-, 
gen in 
pot. 
1-
2-
5-
6 -
o_ 
10-
13-
14-
17-
18-
21-
22-
25-
26-
29-
30-
33-
34-
37-
38-
41-
42-
45-
46-
49-
50-
53-
54-
57-
58-
61" 
62' 
65' 
66' 
69' 
70 
73 
75 
77 
79 
P 
C 
P 
0 
? 
c 
Vy 
P 
c 
p 
-3 P 
-4 C 
-7 
-8 
11 
12 
15 
16 
19 F 
•20 C 
23 P 
24 C 
27 P 
•28 
•3i 
•32 
•35 
•36 0 
•39 P 
•40 C 
•43 P 
•44 C 
•47 P 
•48 C 
-51 P 
-62 C 
-55 
-56 
-59 P 
-60 C 
-63 P 
-64 C 
-67 P 
-68 C 
-71 P 
-72 G 
-74 P 
-76 C 
-78 P 
-80 G 
oats A. chrooG. 
" (ROM) 
clov " 
I I  I t  
oat I) a A. chrooc. 
clov 
oats A., beyer i» 'I 
clov 
oats A. vine. 
clov 
oats U 
clov 
oats 
clov tf 
II 
tt 
U 
#26 
t l  
#27 II 
II 
It 
1' 
G 
oats #22 II 
clov tj »J 
II 
I t  
oats #4 
n 
clov 
oats Iv'iixed Cult fi I) II 
clov U 
Kothin,/? check II • '• 
Expressed as 
10 lbs. soil 
-  amt K. add­
ed in the seed 
•«• amt. removed 
by the growing 
crop. • 
- ck. avg. 
• amt. N. 
added in 
the oats 
and clover 
to the 
other pots 
tl 
n 
3.349S 3.3833 3.6232 
2.9883 2.9670 3.7309 
4.3058 4.3488 . 3.8963 
4.1808 4.2684 . 4.0046 
3.2210 3.2532 . 3.6232 
3.5380 3.5808 3.7309 
4.5726 4.6183 3,8963 
4.4928 4.5787 4.0046 
5.1701 5.2218 3.6232 
5.2867 5.2824 . 3.7309 
4.4394 4.4827 3.8963 
4.5801 4.6613 4.0046 
3.9267 3.9659 3.6232 
5.1120 5.1794 3.7309 
2.4572 2.4817 3.8963 
4.2388 4.3457 4.0046 
3.4887 3.5235 3.6232 
3.5170 3.5133 3.7309 
4.4823 4.5271 3.8963 
4.5722 4.6833 4.0046 
3.6458 3.6822 3.62 32 
3.5720 3.6217 3.7309 
4.5023 4.5473 3.8963 
4.3114 4 .4195 4.0046 
3.4101 3.4442 3.6232 
3.5323 3.5519 3.7209 
4.4001 4.4441 3.8963 
4,3114 4.3866 4.0046 
3.6065 3.6425 3.6232 
3.5006 3.5323 3.7309 
4.4630 4.5076 3.8963 
4.3023 4.3965 4.0046 
.3.3865, 3.4203 3.6232 
3.6038 3.6021 3.7309 
4.3B87 4.4123 3.8963 
4.4720 4.5794 4.0046 
3.5942 3.6301 
3.5085 3.5689 
3.3002. 3.3332 
3.5403 3.6097 
Amt. K. I 
fixed due 
to activi­
ties of the 
Inoculated 
bacteria 
0,4525 
0.2638 
0.7220 
0.5741 
1.5986 
1.5515 
0.5864 
0.6567 
0.3427 
1.4485 
0.3411 
0.6308 
006787 
0.0590 
0.6510 
0.4149 
0.5478 
0,3820 
0.0193 
0.6113 
0.3919 
0.5160 
0.5748 
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A Z O T O B A C T E R  
CHRpQCaCCUM MOTOBACTtR  / SZOTOB AC TC n  
B C r C R I N C K I  CHROncOCCUM 
Plate 1. Showing first period of r.ro'^tth three weelcs 
after .starting the greenhouoe experiments. Reading from 
right to left the pots are #4, 8, 12, 16, 30, 24, 28, 32, 
36 and 40. 
Plate 2:- Shov/ing the first period of grov/th three 
wec:ks after stnrting the groonhouse experiraentc. nep.ding 
from right to left the pots Fho^•^a are #44, 48, 52, 55, 60, 64, 
68, 72, 76 and 80. 
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F mm 
ASOTOQACTCR VINJ.4N0M azotobactcb /K3J? 
n c Y c n i M C K i  
AZOTOBACTCR AZOTOBftCTER 
CHnooRoccuM • cH noocncc i iM  
Plate 3:** Showing flrat period of grc-vtl'i six v!&ekQ aftoi 
the start of tha exp^srirnent• RGndinp; fron rinlit to left the 
pots sho'vn aro :^4, 8, l;:], 16, 20, 24, 26, :52, 26 ixnd 40. 
40 
W\S&Vs\g 
be-
c^ovvsu-lt; 
\v\ (L^nt 
L \br<^'rq 
Plate 4:- Gho-'-ving the first period of growth six. weeks after the 
start of the experiment. Rending frora right to left the pot® 
Bhown are #3, 8, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30, 34 and 38, each heing the 
duplicate of those shown in plate 3, 
M  t X C D  
C  M  C  C  K  
C U t T U R C S  
Plate 5;- Showing first period of growth six '.veeks after 
the start of the exTDeriment, i:?eading from right to left the 
pots shown are 48, 52, 56, 60, 64, 68, 7S, 76 and 80, 
Plate 6:« Eiiowlng first period of growth six ^s'eelcs after 
the start of the experiiaent. Boadin?;; froa right to left the pots 
Bhown are ?42, 46, 50, 54, 58, 62, 66, 70, 75 and 79, eacJi being 
the du;)llcate of those sho^^n in plate 5, 
Plate Showing growth of oat8 plants at the end of the 
first growing period immediately before they were harvested. 
Reading from right to left the pots ehown are #4, 8, 13, 16, 30, 
24, 28, 32, 36 and 40. 
V 
S ^^otobacter .  
C H R O O C O C C U M  
^  .  .  H . C . M .  
A Z O T O B A C T E R ;  •  ^  
C H R O O C O C C U M  &  
Plate 8;- Showing growth of oats plants at the end of the 
first {^rowing period, iimaediately before they v/ere harvested, 
Reading from right to left the pots shown are #2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 
22, 36, 30, 34, and 38, eaoh oeing the duplicate of those shoxvn 
in plate "7, 
Plate 9:- Showing the growth of the oats plants at the 
end of the first growing period, immediately before they were 
harvested, Reading frora right to left the pots sho^Tn are 
#44, 48, 52, 60. 64, 73, 76 and 80, 
Plate 10:- Showing the growth of the oats plants at the 
end of the first growing period, immediately "before they were 
harvested. Heading from right to left the pots sho-jm are #42, 
46, 50, 54» 58, 62, 66, 70," 75 and 79, each "being the duplicate 
of those sho'sTO in plate 9, 
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Second growing periods- The results for this period are shown 
in appendix table 2, the more important parts of which are repeated 
in condensed table 11. In a comparison of these tsibles with tiiose 
of the first -TOwing period, it v/ill be noticed that the results 
for the second period are decidedly lower throughout the second 
series. Hot only are the total amounts of nitrogen found lower, 
but also the total amount of dried matter produced in the crop, thus 
showing that there is a possibility of a dir'ect relation betv/een 
bacterial action and crop yields. The reasons for ttese low re­
sults are explained by the fact that this series v/as grown during 
the hottest part of the summer, the pots being planted in the latter 
part of June and harvested during the earlier- part of Aufnst. 
The results as a whole shov/ that the indications pointed out for 
table 10, are in the main correct, except that in this series there 
is only one organism that is stimulated by the presence of the de­
caying oats straw, that one exception being organism #27 in the 
cropped pots, Each of the inoculated organisms have shoivn a direct 
stimulation due to the presence of the clover hay. 
This table is interesting because of the fact that it is de­
veloping a point not aientioned in table 10 because of the small 
differences shown in that table, that is, the effect of the presence 
of growing plants on the activities of the organism, using clover 
as an energy source. The organisms may be divided into two 
classes, depending on their activities as in the first growing 
period, the first class to include those whose activities are 
stimulated by the presence of growing plants, and the second class 
to include those v/hose activities are inhibited or retarded by the 
presence of graving plants. In the first class are Included 
A, chroococcum(HCM) , A. beyerinckli, A. vinelandii, #27 and the 
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mlzed cultures. The first three organisms have had their nitrogen-
fixing povv'ers s timulated by the presence of ttie plants in practically 
the same ratio and have fixed similar amounts in both the fallow and 
cropped soils, mile the fixation shown by |27 is in practically 
the same ratio, the decaying clover in both the fallow and cropped 
soil have stimulated its activities to a iaa.rked degree. This 
organism has shown the. highest fixation of any of the eight for 
this series. The mixed cultures show no fixation v;Mtever in tlie fal 
low soils, but quite an appreciable amount in the cropped, a fact 
that is completely reversed by #26 of the second class. ,-'26 fixes 
an appreciable aiiount of nitrogen in the fallow soils but loses 
its powers in the presence of the grov/ing oats plants , and does noo 
iix any nitrogen at all. A. chroococcum and #4 shosv the same 
stimulation under practically the same conditions, namely, that 
they possess a greater nitrogen-fixing pov>'er in the presence of 
decaying clover if no crop is grovm upon the soil, while /i22 is 
apparently neither stimulated nor retarded by either fallo-// or 
cropped ccndition?, but is affected by the presence of the decaying 
oats straw. 
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- TABLE 11. 
The niiro/ren fixed by bacteria Sjecaid period, 
(Condensed from appendix table 2.) 
Grams jj, per 10 lbs. soil. 
Dupli­
cate 
Dots Treat-
Bacter- soil 
ial ino- when 
culum sample 
used. was 
Grams N 'f^zpressed as 
in pot 10 lbs. soil 
- amt. N add­
ed in the seed 
+ amt. removed 
by the growing 
- ck. av. 
•i amt. N , 
added in 
the oats 
and do. 
to tile 
uient taken crop Other 
1—3 F oats A.Chrooc(HCM}2.7340 3.0128 3.3370 
2--4 0 U n 2.8218 3,0916 3.1866 
5—7 F do tt 3.3205 3.6592 3.6107 
6 — 8 C tt 3.3123 3.6402 3,4603 
9-11 F oats Chrooc 2.6867 2,9607 3.3370 
10-12 C I It 11 2.5479 2.7947 3.1866 
13-15 P do 3.5242 3.8836 3,6107 
14-16 C 3.1813 3.4901 3.4603 
17-19 P oats A. beyer. 2.7155 2.9924 3,3370 
18-20 c U n 2.6134 2.8626 3.1866 
21-23 p do It 3.3343 3,6743 3.6107 
2S-24 n V it rf 3.2681 3.5857 3.4603 
25-27 F oats A, vine. 2.8235 3.1115 3.3370 
26-28 C t\ tl 2.6936 2.9763 3.1866 
29-31 F do ir 3.3205 3.6591 3.6107 
30-32 C It 3.4143 3.6322 3.4603 
33-35 F oa ts #26 2.7547 3.0356 3.3370 
34-36 C tf 2.8912 3.1730 3.1866 
37-39 P do tt 3.4921 3,8492 3.6107 
38-40 c «] H 3.0648 3.3747 3.4603 
41-43 p oats i-27 2.7015 2.9770 3,3370 
42-44 0 ti 3.0503 3.3429 3.1866 
45-47 ? do *1 3.4487 3.8004 3,6107 
46-48 G n 3.5089 3.8613 3,4603 
49-51 F oats #22 2.7033 2.9845 3,3370 
50-52 C U It 2.8984 3.1700 3.18G6 
53-55 F do ts 3.3977 3.7442 3.6107 
54-56 C rt tf 3.2667 3.5925 3.4603 
5769 P oats 2.6146 2,8812 3.5370 
58-60 C ft 1J 2.8246 3.1262 3.1866 
61-63 F do n 3.3998 3.7465 3.6107 
62-64 C tf u 3.1740 3.4915 3.4603 
65-67 P oats Mixed cult. 2.5210 2.7781 3.3370 
66-68 G It 19 tt 2.6935 2.9310 3.1866 
69-71 F do t3 It 3.2696 3.6031 3.6107 
70-72 G ft r> tf 3,3852 3.7159 3.4603 
73-74 P nothing check 2.8235 3.1115 
75-76 C U tt 2.7518 3.0537 
77-78 F n xi 2.9758 3.2793 
79-80 c ri 2.7736 3.0364 
Amt. nit­
rogen fixdd 
due to ac­
tivities of 
the inocu­
lated bact­
eria. 
0.0485 
0.1799 
0.2729 
0.0298 
0.0536 
0.1254 
0.0o84 
0.1719 
0.2385 
0.1563 
0.1897 
0.4010 
0.1335 
0.1322 
0.1358 
0.0310 
0.2556 
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t 7. a * OtitCT en kZOTOOftCTCB azoioPACTcn 
DCVCniHRKI 
Plate X X - "  Showing the growth of the oate plants at the end 
of the second growing period, imediately before they were harvested. 
Reading from right to left the pots sho^ are #4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 
28, 32, 36 and 40, 
5i 
Lsn»oVKi!a'.c;«siJ 
£) ^ ^ 
A?OTOOACTCR 
VINLANOtI 
.  A Z O T O B A C T C R  
C H R O O C O C C U M  
A Z O T O D A C T C R  
C H R O O C O C C U M  
H . C . M .  
Plate 12:« Showing the growth of the oats plajite at the end 
of the second growing period, iranied lately before they were harvested, 
Reading from right to left the pots shown are #2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 
26, 30, 34, and 38, each being the duplicate of those slriotvn in 
•S 
plate 11. 
plate 13;"» Showing the growth of the oate plants at the end 
of the second growing period, iramediately before they were harTested, 
Reading from right to left the pots shown are #44, 48, 52, 56, 60, 
64, 68, 7 2, 76 and 80. 
•3 
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;c ULTOBca 
plate 14:- ahowing the growth of the oate plants at the end 
of the second gro'sd.ng period, inniediately before they ^re harvested, 
Reading frora right to left the pots shown are #42, 46, 50, 54, 58, 
6^, 66, 70, 75 and 79, each being the duplicate of those shown in 
plate 13, 
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Third growing period!- The results for this period are shown 
in api)endix table 3, the more important parts of which are repeated 
V'*. 
in table 12. The tot|:l nitrogen content of the soil has, accord­
ing to tables 9, 10 and 11, increased steadily throughout the 
first growing period, declined somewhat during the second, and 
now, as shorn by table 12, tiiere is again a pronounced tendency 
for the total nitrogen content to increase. Not only is tliis 
fact noted in the results of the determinations, but the crop 
response of this last period of growth has indicated the same 
thing, the amount of dry matter produced being practically midway 
between the production of the first and second grov/ing periods. 
This point can b e well seen by an examination and compax-ison of 
the photographs for the three periods. The first crop v/hen ready 
to harvest was in the majority of cases leafy, heavy and shov/ed 
a decided tendency to lodge j the second crop in the Knine s ta^e of 
growth was somewhat dwarfed in appearance and showed no indica­
tion of leafiness or weakness of stem; the third crop, ivhile not 
as heavy as the first, showed all of its characteristics except 
that as a whole the production was more uniform and did not show 
the variation in Uie total dry weight of the harvested crop. 
In the same proportion that the crop response of the treated 
soils have varied, so have the bacterial activities varied, being 
practically parallel v;ith the production of the dried weight of 
tile crop. Tlie activities increased during the first growing period, 
declined thr-oughout the second, but have again received a stimulus 
during the third. In each of the former periods the activities of 
the inoculated bacteria have been divided into classes according to 
the conditions that accelerated or retarded their nitrogen-fixing 
powers. In the discussion of the first growing period, a point 
was made of tliQ stimulation of the activities due to the presence 
of the organic matter added , and in the second period, of the 
stimulation due to the presence or absence of the growing oats 
crop. The discussion of tlie third and last period of growth will 
be a combination of the activities of ttie inoculated bacteria as 
discussed in the first and second growirig periods. 
By ccnsulting the last column in table 12, It is seen tMt 
each inoculated bacterial culture has acted in the ssine general 
manner, and that there are no exceptions. All of tlie inoculated 
bacteria have fixed greater amounts of nitrogen in the soils that 
have had clover hay added as a'ganlc matter than in soils that 
have been treated with the sane aanouht of c»ts straw, and also 
that the graving crop to these soils iiave reduced the nitrogen-
fixing power of eadi and every one of these organisms. In other 
words, the activities of any one of the eight crganisras used dur­
ing the third period of growth would be an accurate measure for the 
activities of any of the others, a fact thatv/as not even indicated 
in the other periods of growtii. It is expected that these organisms 
would vary in tiieir powers of production, but the fact remains that 
they have all acted in the same manner. 
S :  n. .  •  
n 1 bacteria -- 'Iliirci peri(Xl, 
(Ccssdensed fross apjjencsix table 3} 
Qrirnvt nltrojpen. Der iO pounds soil. 
Treat- inocuiura 
lise^. Pots ment 
Cfrtms. 
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BOil 
wh0ja saia-
ple 
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!S S9J3 
as ID ibs. 
soli - syst 
If • lii 
sie&d * SiSt, 
r&moir@d by 
grm" 
ing crop 
- CK» avgr 
aist. M, 
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the outs 
md c leav­
er to the 
other pots 
1. F oats A.,Ghrooc. £.3626 2,8648 2.S50S G,0146 
2. F n • £.734S 3.3165 2,8502 0.4663 
3. G tt 2,:^643 2.9647 .3.3284 «»««•» 
4. n V ri 
ty £.1930 2.6754 3.3384 
5« J* clov M 2.92SS 3.6486 3.IS39 0.4247 
7. P n n g,8S74 3.4296 3.1£3$ 0.3057 
6* 0 t* '? c.eKO 4.0€0X V » Vf W<H <k 0*4670 
S. c tf ts 2,3688 3.6142 3.60S1 0,0121 
9 a F osta A , CllPOX , J?,7480 . 3.3344 2.6SG2 0.4S42 
iX V F n w £.3103 •.6024 iJ.8502 — —  
10- C «? n 2.3652 2.9149 . 3.3284 
12 » C t? 2.3785 2.9&37 3.3284 4i>«k «i 
13, f' ciov n 2.892a 3.5069 3.1239 0.3850 
15. F' n n 3.1646 3,a265 3.1239 0.7026 
14. c « If 2.8489 3.5M9 3.60S1 i.«> M» •» 
le. G f? « 2,7501 3,4:526 5.6021 «*<•» «»«•'!* M» 
17. T«^ oats A. bever. 2,6?S§ 3.1270 2,8502 0.2777 
19. ? 2,4805 3,0008 S.6502 0.1566 
18. G tx « S1.S943 2.84^0 , 3.3SS4 «•!«» «»•»««• 
20. C IS T5 '2,0737 2.S764 5.3284 <VM w 
21 ? ciov fJ 3.5203 . , 4,2705 3,1239 1.1466 9'\ A- * t] 3.Q36S 3,6836 3.12S© 0.5597 
m. 
IS T» 2,7429 •0. 4£vs>S 3.6021 M* •»«» 1B'«* 
24 • r» « 2.7694 o,4&84 3.6021 «•»•»«• Mr M* 
25. 5? oats A* vlUiS. S2.5431 3.0847 2.SSOS 0.2345 
27. i. w ?-.4478 S.969i £,8S0£ 0.118^;^ 
SS. c e r^.3917 S.9781 S.3284 
23. G £.3491 S.94e4 3.3284 «• «»«•» mr<w«m 
29. r clov « SaG172 C5.(>59a 3.1E39 0.5359 
31. F !:2i 3.0711 •3! 'yoRO S,1239 0.6013 
30, G IT 2.7429 3,4284 S,60S1 
S2, C f* tt <"5- * f w 3.;30&9 s.eoEi 
33. oatjj ;-26 £.460© £.9aso 2.S502 G»1346 
35. t? W '2.351^0 2,8687 :>.S502 0.038,5 
S'l. •U' Il­ 2,4S4S 3,0675 3.3284 
56. G ia 's,3sn B.S746 3.S2S4 -*» «• ••«. •» 
/ £' ciov « 2.SS05 3.6162 3,1239 0,d9"3 
39, F « 2.0164 2,4459 3.1239 
38 • C •«J 17 2.7749 >3,4477 5.6021 
,40. G ci • W 2.Sa77 3.5@sa 5.6021 
sais 2,4470 2,9691 g.850a 0.1189 
.2 « rt £•4871 S»0169 2 » 4&&S 0^1667 
4r^; c , ,'S?Ht.-
'••vM -V- ""• • '• •' -: ••»» 
234585 5^^073© • .3.3^4 • 
44 < :G-. ^4917^ 
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0.S53E 
0.1767 
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0o2462 
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77. .F 
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'2.0737 
5.5i;03 
3.036S 
.2,7429 
2.7694 
£.5431 
2.3551? 
2.3491 
3.017S 
3.0711 
2.7429 
2.73C5 
iu.4G0© 
i^.sass 
.4848 
.33^1 
2.01G4 
2.7749 
2.S877 
53,4478 
2,4S71 
2g4585 
2 ..4917 
2.8X43 
3 VrOH«4 
3.0181 
2,8621 
2,4961 
2.nS6 
S,D580 
2,4451 
2,7230 
2,Q667 
2.7893 
2.6236 
£.5450 
2,4094 
S.5160 
s.eos? 
3.0173 
2,8208 
2^8877 
2,B224 
2.3406 
2.3S34 
2.4SS1 
2.3586 
3.0761 
2.7S31 
2.6506 
5.0?.06 
2.3216 
2.0944 
2.1074 
2,40B5 
2,7760 
2,5375 
2.4911 
2.4901 
mmm 
2 .S7G4 
4.r^05 
:?,683C 
3.42D6 
0.4&84 
3.0347 
2.9-691 
2.97S1 
n.94t34 
0.659C 
3.7S52 
3.4284 
3.3959 
2.9850 
2.8SS7 
3.0673 
2.9746 
3.6162 
2A4&0 
3.4477 
3.5@SB 
2.96©1 
3,0169 
3^0730 
?,1595 
3 ^ 4137 
3i7074 
3.7421 
>3.SS07 
3.0278 
2.6911 
3.1751 
3.0758 
3.3029 
'6ATm 
3.5060 
5.2953 
2.8321 
2.9126 
2.608S 
3.3105 
3.6S99 
3.4216 
3.6172 
3.5098 
2.8501 
2.8183 
3.043S 
2.8937 
3.7313 
3.3759 
3,&857 
3.7664 
2>Si61 
2.5405 
2.5S63 
2.9215 
3,3S40 
3a041 
3.1522 
3.1362 
5.3284 
3,1239 
3.1239 
3.6021 
3.6021 
2.8502 
£ .6502 
3 .3284 
S.32S4 
3.1239 
3.1239 
W *\> 
3,0021 
2.3502 
2.S502 
3,32S4 
3.3284 
3.1239 
3.1239 
sJ I 
5.6021 
2.8502 
3.32Q4 
3 .3284 
3.1239 
3.4-23^ 
3.6021 
3.6021 
2«S50-2 
3.3284 
3.3284 
3.1239 
3-.1239 
3.6021 
3.6021 
2.8502 
2.8502 
3.3084 
3.3284 
3.1239 
3,1239 
3.8071 
3.6021 
2,8002 
2.SS02 
3.3284 
3.3284 
3.1239 
3.1239 
3.0021 
3.0021 
1.14S6 
0.5597 
0.2345 
0.1180 
O.dSSS 
0.1189 
o,ie©7 
0^;>'2898: 
0.1400 
0.1776 
0.1790 
0.3534 
0.5360 
0.2977 
0.0151 
0.8532 
0.17G7 
» C/ W V 
0.6013 0.5086 
0.13' 
0*038,5 O.vOBeS 
v' « « . '•J.Qji-
0114213 
0.4S€g 
0.0700 
0.0388 
0.26C2 
C.0624 0.0312 
C.4168 
0.0076 
0.6074 
0.2520 0.4297 
0,1643 0.0822 
averagis four rxiliO'A' ohockG 2,7086 
average four cropp'ed cks. 3.186S 
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''Vt'i.'C-VT-J 
plate 155« Showing the growth of the oats plants four weeks 
after the start of the third growing period. Heading from right 
to left the pots shov;n are tH, 8, 1,2, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36 and 
40. 
V 
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^ t^''c''lH'RQ'0'00C^UM !h-vC iwi 
Plate 16;- Showing the groTWth of the oats plants four weeke 
after the start of the third growing period. Reading from right 
to left the pots shoTO are f2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30, 34, and 
38, each being the duplicate of those sho'Arn in plate 15. 
59 
Plate 17;- Showing the growth of the oats plants four weeks 
after the start of the third gvovtim period. Reading from right 
to left the pots shovm are #44, 48, 52, 56, 60, 64, 68, 72, 76 and 
80. 
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.c.u.»;xufle«.^.y|^2j C H E C K  
J»late 18;- Showing the growth of the oats plants four weeks 
after the start of the third growing period. Reading from right 
to left the pots sho'TO are 5?42, 46, 50^ 54, 58, 6S, 66, 70, 75 and 
79, eaoh "being the duplicate of those ohovm in plate 17. 
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•* 
•"jsgtag® 
— f' 
"i 
pJv'^  
Plate 19:- Showing the growth of the oats plants at the end of 
the third growing period, immediately "before they 'were harvested, 
Reading from right to left the pots shown are .H, .8, 12, 16, 20, 
24, 28, 32, 36 and 40. 
V 
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plate 20:- Shoeing the growth of the cats plants at the end 
of the third gro^ving period, immediately "before the^ were harvested, 
Heading from right to left the pots shown are #2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 
22, 26, 30, 34, and 38, each being the duplicate of those shoiirn in 
plate 19, 
V 
Plate 31:- Showing the gro-wth of the oats plants at the end 
of the third growing period, immediately "before they were harvested, 
Reading from right to left the pots shewn are #44, 48, 52, 56, 60, 
64, 68, 73, 76 and 80. 
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Plate 32iw Showing the growth of th« oats plants at the end 
of the third growing periodj iraaediately before they were harvested. 
Reading from right to left the pots sho^.vn are #42, 46, 50, 54, 58, 
62, 66, 70, 75 and 79, each "being the duplicate of those Bhoism in 
plate 21, 
V 
TABLE 13 
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SlSi nltrcycsn content? of 'tlio soils 5.t tiho end of ©acli^rowin^; period and 
iii®. la nitrogen due ^ activities of the inoculated b;acteFIa~ ~ 
Results expressed in grams per 10 pounds of soil. 1 j"" " 
CO 
o 
PU 
fi w . S 10 S to 0 0 0 U C in g 
c 
0 CO u g i <M i 
•frJ -P C H C H C! H 
Sg © 0 <D 0 0 0 ^ 0 ^ 0 0 • 05 Cd 
tH * u +3 •< +5 •• +s •> 
a cS S rH c; <u 0 f—I 0 •H 3 cri 0 (H > C bp^ 0 B1 (H m H to H e f-t tH +3 +3 O !3 • •H 0 0 H H 0 H 0 r-l © 
cS -P O UC <H CO 0 JS H 0 H H CD O O Q) •H ^ CO ^ ca x> CO p 
s:4 ctf Sm M -H 0 ca © rt <D Cfl 
ra -H r3 0 G 0 0 K +> K +3 K +3 
CO 
0 d 
u i 3 
r^ d o 
<» O 
CM 
o 
rH HI IS ^ 
1 cS 
, 8) -P 
-.3 P oats A. chrooc 2 .4910 3 .3833 3 .0128 3 .0906 I'' j ; b.2405 
T4 C fl (HCM) II 2 .9870 3 .0916 2 .8200 - jr: —L -p - - J V 
-7 F clov • ft 2 .7647 4 .3488 3 .6592 3 .4891 0.452$ 0l0485\ Gi,.3652 
-8 C n rj tt 4 .2684 3 .6402 3 .8416 0 .263^ 0U799 0,.2395 
-11 P oats A. chrooc2 .4910 3 .2532 2 .9607 3 .0684 - 1- - b;242l 
-12 C t1 11 « 3 .5808 2 .7947 2 .9343 mm ——!-
-15 P clov tt 2 .7647 4 .6183 3 .8836 3 .6677 0 .7220 0i2729 (^.M38 
-16 c II tt t« 4 .5787 3 .4901 3 .4987 0 .5741 0J|02182 |; 
-19 F oats A. beyer 2 .4910 5 .2218 2 .9924 3 .0683 1 .5986 —  J i —  — —  0 .••2182 
-20 C ft tt It 5 .2842 2 .8626 2 .6615 1 .5515 {i 1; i-
-23 F clov tl 2 .7647 .4827 3 .6743 3 .8770 0 .5864 0i0536 
-24 C n tl II 4 .6613 3 .5857 3 .4420 0 .6567 0|1254 i," 
-27 P oats A. vine. 2 .4910 3 .9659 3 .1155 3 .0269 0 ,3®27 0.1767 
-28 c tt 11 « 5 .1794 2 .9763 2 .9637 1 .4485 --i.... ^ 'i 
-31 F clov fl 2 .7647 2 .4817 3 .6591 3 .6925 - 0i0384 6.5686 
-32 C I» ts tl 4 .3457 3 .6322 3 .4172 0 .3411 0a719 •r—it---' 
-35 F oats #26 2 .4910 3 .5235 3 .0356 2 .9368 - M —— ... {?.0$62 
-36 G tt It It 3 .5133 3 .1730 3 .0209 - if' * * ** 
-39 F clov I! 2 .7647 4 .5271 3 .8492 3 .0310 0 .6308 0.2385 'p.2'^-72 
-40 C tf It u 4 .6833 3 .3747 3 .5332 0 .6787 
~—— — — 1 -43 P oats #27 2 .4910 3 .6822 2 .9770 2 .9930 0 .0590 0.1428 
^44 c tt « « 3 .6217 3 .3429 3 .1165 - 0.1563(' 
-47 •F clov tt 2 .7647 4 .5473 3 .8004 3 .5605 0 .6510 0.1897/, 0.4356 
-48 G n II tt 4 ,4195 3 .8613 3 .6614 0 .4149 0-.4010: 0.0700 
-51 F oats #22 2 .4910 3 .4442 2 .9845 2 .8594 m» ..... 0.0888 
-52 C n tt It 3 .5519 3 .1700 3 .1254 . .• 
-55 P clov It 2 .7647 4 .4441 3 .7442 rf 0 .3901 0 .5478 0.1335! 0.2662 
-56 c It H 4 .3866 3 .5925 3 .4006 0 .3820 0.1522^ 
-59 P oats #4 2 .4910 3 .6425 2 .8812 2 .8725 0 .0193 .. ....: 0.0312 
-60 C tt It tl 3 .5323 3 .1262 3 .0594 -
-63 F clov tl 2 .7647 4 .5076 3 .7465 3 .5407 0 .6113 0.1358 0.4168 
-64 C tl tt n 4 .3965 3 .4913 3 .5635 0 .3919 0,0310 0.0076 
-67 P oats Mixed Cul .2 .4810 3 .4203 2 .7781 2 .8342 -
-68 G II ft tt tt 3. SO 21 2 .9310 2 .9736 -
-71 F clov n n 2 .7647 4 .4123 3 .6031 3 .5536 0 .5160 0.4297 
-72 C tt It n II 4 .5794 3 .7159 3 .6765 0 .5748 0.2556 0.0822 
-74 F nothing check 2 .3494 3 .6301 3 .1115 2 .6783 
-76 C tl It •I 3 .5689 3 .0537 3 .2395 
-78 F u tt It 3 .3332 3 .2793 ,2 .7389 
-80 C It t» tl 3 .6097 3 .0364 3 .1442 
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Conclusion;- The questions asked at the beginning, of this. 
work J "If the Azofobacter are not present in the soil, inocu-
1 
• 1 
lation be profitably accomplished?" and "?/hat soil condi^tions \ 1 1 
are necessary for the greatest fixation of nitrogen by itJ^ese or-
|p.-anisms?", are answered rather definitely by these expfJriVents. 
• ii ' \ 
Table 13, prepcired as a recapitulation of tables 10, 1|.; ahd 12, 
• 1 \ • 
choiv'S that inoculation, especially in fallow soils to w|iich;clover 
i' \ 
hay or oats straw has been added and in cropped soils tq w^ich 
• • \ 
clover hay has been added, is not only possible but pradtic^l. 
It must be remembered that the anounts of nitrogen showri. inj^hsso 
tables is the actual anount fixed by the organisms in t^ri pdunds 
I ' ;\ 
of soil end if this amount is calculated on a 2,0G0,GO(j Ploun4 
acre basis, the results will shov: timt the amount fixed will'not 
i i I \ 
only be practical but also profitable. These results ha|ve aeet) 
I ' 
secured under greenhouse conditions, but the indications|point it^ 
i 
a very definite raannei' to the fact that it is entirely ppssible \ 
I. i 
to duplicate them in the field md to secure the same fixation 
under actual farming conditions. ! 
'7hile all of the organisms have shovm an apprecia^fle fixation 
of nitrogen, A. be^^erinckii and A. vinelandii have boe;^ decidedly 
/I 
the most active. This finding really confirms the wo/p± of Lipman 
and Brown, that is, by proving definitely that these organisms 
are capable of being profitably inoculated into farm soils, pro­
vided that sufficient organic matter, carrying a sufficient smount 
of nitrogen as a stimulus, is supplied. 
SUMMARY. 
1. VJlien three crops of oats are grown continuously on a soil 
the nitrogen contait increases during the first cropping period, 
decreases during the second, and again increases slightly during 
67 
the third, 
2. The "bacterial activities, as regards nitrogen-ftxing powers, 
and the Crop responee are parallel with the total nitrogen content 
of the soil. 
3, The nitrogen-fixing powers of some types of Azotobacter and 
other large celled organisms of the same general character , are 
stimulated to a greater extent by the presence of decaying clover 
liay than by the presence of decaying oats straw. 
4. The nitrogen-fixing powers of A. beyerinckil and A. vine-
landii are stimulated to a greater extent by decaying oats straw 
than by clover hay, especially during the earlier stages of decom­
position. 
5. The nitrogen-fixing posrers of Azotobacter and other large 
celled organisras of the same general type eventually become greater 
in fallow soils than in cropped. 
6. The non-symbiotic nitrogen-fixing organisms of the Azoto-
^ bacter group are all eventiially Influenced in their activities in 
the same manner and by the same materials, 
7. Soils can be profitably inoculated by AzotdDacter and other 
large colled organisms of the same type, but the best results are 
secured by an inoculation with A. beyerlnckii or A. y inelandii. 
8. The conditions necessary for the greatest fixation arej-
Gocffl environmental factors as tillage, drainage,' etc; the presence 
of a rapidly decaying organic matter carrying a small nitrogen con­
tent, and freedom from growing plants. 
i  
i-
-3havrin'2 the nltrosen oo?i.tent of the soils? f:^  crcps, and the 
RCBUlts expressed in gran^a nitrogen. 
Dupli" Organic Actual grams Toimd in 
cate riacterial laaterlal . the potG. 
pots. Treatment e inoaiili'jTi usedo acldedo original dnollcate avsra^vc 
1«5 fallov; A, chroococcyin(HCrO oata 3.6569 3,5630 3,3499 
2-4 cropped ti oats 2.7683 5.2079 2.9583 
5«"7 f.iiaoi7 ;i clover 4.2744 4.3573 4.3053 
6-8 CPOppGd !I n 4.1071 4.2547 4.1800 
9-11 fallow .A. c'tn^oococoim oats 2.Q601 3.5320 3.2210 
10-XS cronpecl ti f* 5.4450 3,6310 3.5380 
13-15 ,fa.llo^7 ti olovor 4.5665 4.5793 4. v>72o 
l4-i6 cr-oppacl ti f7 4.4770 4,5007 4.4928 
17-19 fallow , bey^3^inckii oat a 5.1250 5,2173 5.1701 
lS-:30 cropped tt n 5,1392 5,3343 5,2867 
21-23 falio"? ;! clover 4.5102 4,3^387 4,4394 
22-24 ci'^oppcci If w 4.5531 4.5722 4.5301 
25-87 fallov/ li» vinelandii oats 3,9001 5.S973 3.9267 
26-80 cropped n » 5.1755 5,0485 5,?-120 
29-31 f alio?; !I clover 2.4651 2,4494 2,4572 
30-32 cropp'Tid tl » 4,2865 4.1912 4,2338 
So-35 fallo'.Y • 2 0  OOvtS 3.4387 3,4SS7 3.4B37 
54-53 cr*opp3d 
fal^oT/ 
rt S.4927 3.5402 3,5170 
37-39 !! clovar 4,4703 4.4944 4,4823 
oS-40 croppod ;; n 4.6040 4.5405 4,3722 
41—4;0 falioi? v:'27 oats 3.5oo0 5,S087 3.6458 
42-44 cropped t! r: 3.5562 3.5373 3,5720 
45-47 falioTi it Glover 4.4475 4.5573 4.5023 
46-46 Cl'^OppCt'. ;? fr 4.3500 4.2729 4,3114 
49-51 fal^or; jv22 oats 3.3650 3,4573 3,4101 
50-52 croppod !! n 3.4768 3,5879 3.5323 
5o-3o fallovr V clover 4.4316 4.3687 4,4001 
S4-5G oroppQcl r! t! 4.2729 4,3500 4.3114 
57-59 fallov; r.4 oats 3.6144 3,5987 3,6065 
58-6-3 cropped tf • tr 3.4927 5,5085 3,5006 
61-(33 falioT? I! c lo\*er 4,4316 4.4944 4,4630 
62-64 oroppfid ff t! 4.2250 4.3S17 4.3023 
65-67 fall.or? i :i:cea cult-upes oaty 3.3315 3.4415 3.3865 
66-68 cropped It n 3.5562 3.6514 3.303^3 
69-71 fallow clover 4.5687 lost 4,3637 
70-72 croppcd r! TI 4.4135 4.5405 4.4720 
7S-74 f'aiio^T Clieck nothin.q; 3.6369 3,5515 3,5942 
75-76 cropped t: !' 3,5562 3,4609 3,3035 
77-78 falio'j n !• 3,3002 3,3002 3,3002 
79-80 cz'opped n Tf 3= ,4609 3,0197 3,5403 

APPENDIX TABLE 1. 
crcpG, and ths araoiiiit rSjced 
la nltrogsn. 
3 I'l. foiind ill H,cont­
ent of 0^5^ ^Ttj 
Lioats 2.verar;e 
3,3499 
aead of orop 
;350 
1079 2.0885 0.0135 O.B550 
4.3058 
2547 4.1800 0.0136 7.1150 
•5S20 5.2:210 
5310 5.5S0G 0.0135 3.7400 
5798 4.5726 
5087 4.492a 0.0136 6.7600 
=173 5.1701 
•3343 5.2867 0.0136 0.5250 
30S7 4,4394 , 
yiZ2 4.5301 0.0136 7.0100 
3073 3.9267 —« 
>185 (3.?.120 0.0136 5.0050 
i-494 2.4572 
1012 4.2338 0.0136 C.2050 
1887 3.4837 —_ 
5402 ?,5170 0.0136 0.4900 
5:944 4.4B23 
5405 4.5722 0.0136 7.9650 
3087 3.6458 —™--.» 
&373 3.5720 0.0136 3.700 
5573 4.5023 
^r/nn t 4.5114 0.0136 9.0450 
'1573 3.4101 
5679 5.5325 0.0136 2.1B5G 
3387 4.4001 „— 
5500 4.5114 0.0136 3.7850 
59a7 5.6005 ........ 
5085 O.5006 0.0156 3.^650 
4944 4.4630 — -
o817 4.5023 0.03.36 7,1400 
4415 3.SSS5 
S514 3.005>S 0.0136 1.0450 
3t 4.3687 
5405 4.4720 0.0136 9.0300 
5515 3.5942 
4609 3.50B5 0.0135 5.505)0 
S002 3.3002 
3197 3.5403 0.0136 {^.7700 
to haotevlol action. 
Gt. H. in pot 
soil ?;hen sani-
pi© was tal5:©n Sxpreased 
- amt added in on basis 
Total seed -i- aiftt. re- of original 
K,content moved by tlie content of 
of crop. grov/iris croo. 
3.3499 
not, 4536p' 
3.3833 
0.01S3 • S.9870 2.9870 
4.3058 fl.3488 
0.1011 4.26S4 4,2634 
5,2210 3.2532 
0.0564 3 .•56013 3.5S0S 
4.5796 4.61G3 
0.0995 4.5787 4.57B7 
5.1701 5.2218 
0.0093 5.2824 5.2^^24 
4.4394 4.4827 
0.0948 4,663.3 4.0613 
3.9267 3.9659 
O.OSIO 5.1794 5.17D4 
2,4.572 2.4817 
G.1205 4.3457 4.3457 
S.4SB7 3.5235 
0'.0099 5.5133 3.5133 
4.4823 ^.5271 
0.1247 4.6835 4,6833 
5,64m o 
0.0033 3.623-7 3.6217 
4.50i>3 4.5473 
Q.1217 4.4195 414195 
3 .4101 3,4.442 
0.033'^ 3.5519 3,5519 
4.4001 4.44441 
0.0888 4.SB66 4.3836 
3.6065 3.6425 
0.0453 3.53iv3 3.5323 
4.4630 4.5076 
0.1078 4.3965 4,3965 
3.3365 3,4203 
0.0119 3,0021 3.6021 
4.3687 4.4123 
0.1210 4.5794 4.5704 
3.5943 5»,6301 
0.0740 3.5689 3.5 GOV) 
3.3002 3 * 3332 
0.0830 3.6097 3,6097 
Avera.-'^e oroy^-p'^d check 
" fallD'T , 7  
I 
1 
I 
i 
i 
i 
. 1 
I f 
1 ' 
! i j t ! I 
i 
i 
I 
1. 
ced dv\e to bact eriGil Jictioii. 
Gp. H, in pot - ck. avg. Amount 
soil ?fhen sam- • omt. n. nitrogen 
pl© was talsren Expressed ©.dded in fixed'due 
- ant added in on basis the oats to activi­
5otal seed ^ aiiit. pe- of original and clover ties of tho 
7 K.content raoved by tlie content of to th0 oth­ inoculated 
crop * of crop • grov/lng cT'on, Dot, 4556P;r* er pots. bacteria. 
3,5499 5.3853 3.6232 
3550 0,0IS3 3,9870 2,9870 5,7500 
4.5058 a.5488 5/^965 0,4525 
1150 0.1011 4.2684 4.2634 4,0046 0.2 55o 
5,223.0 5.2552 5,6252 — — -  —  
MOO 0,0564 O.5608 5.5S08 5.75>09 
4.5726 4,DISO 3.89(33 0.7220 
7500 0.0995 4.5787 4.57B7 4,0040 0,5741 
• 5.1701 o»2216 5,6252 1,59G6 
5250 0.0093 6,2824 5.2824 5,7509 1.5516 
4,4504 4,4827 5.3905 0.5864 
}100 0,0948 4.661o 4.G6I0 4.0046 0.6567 
5.92o7 5,9659 5,6252 0.5427 
:>060 0.083,0 5.1794 5.1704 5.750G 1.4455 
2.4572 a.4B17 5*8965 
'2DW ©.1205 4,5457 4.5457 4,0043 0,5411 
0.4S87 5,5255 5,6252 
woo 0.0099 5.5155 5.5155 o.7?v09 —. 
4,4020 S.5271 3.89f35 0,6503 
5650 0.1247 4 ,6855 4.f®55 4. QO^A'<j 0.6707 
5,C.4r€i 5,6822 5,6252 0,0500 
700 O.Oooo o. 62.17 5.6217 3.7309 — 
4,5025 4.5475 3,8965 0.6510 
o450 0.1217 4.4195 414195 4,0046 0.4149 
5,4101 w, 44-i-2 5,6252 
1050 0 3,5519 5.5519 5,7309 — 
4.4001 4.44441 3,8965 0.5476 
7R50 0.0888 4,SB66 4.5S60 4.0046 0.5820 
o.eOOo 5.6425 5.6252 0.0195 . 
:'sm 0.045-5 O t OO'i'r O 5,5525 5.750^;; —, 
4.4650 4.5076 5.8965 0.5115 
1400 0.i073 4.5905 4.5900 4.0046 0.5919 
•'3,-5BfJ5 5,4205 3.6232 
0450 0.0119 O.C021 5,6021 5.7509 
4.56S7 4.4123 5.8065 0.5160 
0300 0.1210 4.5794 4 ,5704 4,u9'16 0.57.;0 
3.5942 5.6301 
5360 0.0740 5.5589 5.5009 
5.5002 t ) .  ooc '2  
7700 0.0^5o0 5.6097 5,6097 
Avera--'e cronoed clieck fjisik&itn 5 ,5895 
" .fallo\7 r? r-» 0 
1. 
.4816 

APP 
v/inp- the iiitro.'xen contentoTtlie soils, tlie crops, and the 
Results expressed in grams nitroge 
D^ipli-
ca to  
pots 
1-3 
2-4 
5-7 
6-Q 
9-11 
10-12C 
13-15 
14-16 
17-19 
18-20 
21-25 
22-24 
25-27 
26-28 
29-51 
50-32 
33-35 
54—o 6 
37-59 
38-40 
41-45 
42-44 
45-47 
46-48 
49-51 
50-52 
53-55 
54-5S 
57-59 
58-60 
61-65 
62-64 
65-67 
66-68 
69-71 
70-72 
73-74 
75-76 
77-78 
79-80 
Treatment 
fallovr A 
cropped 
i. c-' .L -L 0 V'/ 
crop'oeo 
fallov/ 
3:opped 
fallow 
cropped 
fallow 
cropped 
fallow 
cropnod 
f alio VI 
eroposd 
f allovr 
cropped 
fallov; 
3d croppi 
fallow 
cropped 
fallow 
croppsd 
fallov; 
cropped 
fallow 
cropped 
fallov/ 
croppsd 
f allovi-
• croppsd 
fallov; 
croppsd 
fallow 
cropped 
f alloiv 
cropped 
f allov/ 
croiooed 
fallow 
cropped 
Bacterial 
, inoculuin used. 
, chr oococc\3r,i( F^OaI) II 
II 
i! 
A, chroococcuni tf 
tf 
II 
A .'oeverinckil ?f 
U 
(I 
A,vinelanclii If 
Tl 
tt 
^26 ii 
II 
ti 
ifsrt ft 
\x 
n 
'^22 ti 
ti 
II 
;;4 11 
I! 
fi 
'.'i:cGd cultures II 
II 
n 
Organ3.c 
materialJ 
Actual grams H. found in 
the -oots. 
check 
added. ori^^inal duplicate avera^'e 
oats 2.7571 2".7309 2.7540 It 2.8557 2.7900 2.8218 
clover 5.5854 3.2557 5.5205 
u 5.4078 3.2177 5.3125 
oats 2.6795 2.6939 2.6867 
n 2.5138 2.5771 2.5479 
clovar 5.5191 3.5294 5.5242 M 5.1886 3.1740 511815 
cats 2.7227 2.7085 2.7155 TI 2.6353 2.5916 8.6134 
clover 5.2269 3.4318 315545 ti 5.2522 5.5051 5.2681 
oats 2.8379 2.8091 2.8235 II 2.6956 2.G956 2.6936 
clover 5.5277 3.3135 3.3205 11 5.4970 3.4216 5.4145 
Oats 2.7517 2.7577 2.7547 It 2.8537 2.9236 2.8912 
clovsr 5.5445 • 3.4400 5.4921 
5.08 67 5> .0450 5.0548 
oats 2.6795 2.8255 2.7015 II 2.9411 5.1595 •n; r>c.r\T, 
clover 5.4574 5.44005. 4487 II 5.5089 3.5089 5„5089 
oats 2.7227 2.69'^9 2.7083 II 2 ,8o85 2.9286 2.8984 
clover 5.5977 5.5977 5.5977 Ii 3.5051 'z o 'Z.o '7- 5.2667 
oats 2.621& 2.6074 2.6146 (f 2.8557 2.7955 2.8246 
clover 3.5854 3.4142 o,5998 ti 5.1740 5.1740 3.1740 
oats 2.5066 2.5554 2.5210 ff 2.7081 2.6790 206935 
clover 5.2696 3.2696 5.2696 II 5.4216 5.5488 5.5852 
nothinp; 2.8091 2.8379 2.8255 II 2.7518 2.7518 2.7518 
II 2.9696 2.9820 2.9758 
11 2.7955 2.7518 2.7756 
I 

APPENDIX TABLE 2. 
p crops J ono. the aiiiount fixed due to "bacterial action 
in grams nitrogen. 
raTiS H. found in 
s. 
uplicate aver?.^© 
N. cont­
ent of 
seed 
Dry ':7t, 
of crop. 
2.7309 2.7540 
2,7900 2.821S 0.0156 3. .4995 
5.2557 5.5205 
3.2?l77 5.5125 0.0156 2 
o
 
1-1 
2.6939 2.6867 
.7877 2.5771 2.5479 0.0156 2 
5.5294 " ~o . ^  •? t. • # • ^ /O It 
.9255 3.1740 511815 0.0136 1 
2.7083 2.7155 
2.5916 2.6134 0.0156 1 .8895 
3.4313 315345 
5.5051 5.2681 0.0156 1 ,8540 
2.8091 2.3255 
2.0956 2.6956 0.0136 2 .03.78 
3. o 1 o <5 5.3205 
.1785 3.4216 3.4M5 0.0136 
2.7577 2.7547 
2.9236 2.8912 0.0156 2 ,2545 
3.4400 5.4921 
5.0450 5.0648 0.0136 2 .2800 
2.32«^o 2.7015 
.6860 5.1595 " rM" A 0.0156 3. 
5.44005 .4487 
,8225 5.5089 5.5089 0.0136 3 
2.6959 2.7083 
.8625 2.9286 2.8984 0.0136 1 
5.5977 v ' • w c » ( 
5.2525 7:>,26&'7 0,0156 2 .5103 
2.6074 2.6146 
.0505 2.7955 2.8246 0.0156 
5.4142 5.5998 
,2090 5.1740 5.1740 0.0136 2 
2.5354 2.5210 
.2515 2.6790 2,6955 0.0136 2 
5.2696 5.2696 - - - — - -
5.0488 5.5852 0.0156 1 .5955 
2.0379 2.8255 ^ ^ 
2.7518 0.0136 3 .0905 
2 .9820 2.9758 
2.7518 2.7756 0.0136 1 .0500 
Gr, K. in pot 
soil when sam­
ple was taken 
- aiat. added in 
Total seed amt.re-
H,content moved by the 
of crop. grofTing crop. 
0.0288 
0.0410 
0.0297 
0.0543 
0.0265 
0.0452 
0.0506 
0.0.329 
0.0544 
0.0449 
0.0502 
0.0472 
0.0535 
0.042S 
0.0571 
0,0427 
0,04;:;2 
0,0575 
0.0469 
0.0257 
Expressed 
on basis 
of origir 
content 
pot, 453c 
2.7340 3 0128 
2,8364 0916 
5,3205 3 6592 
3,5397 % 6402 
2.6867 2 9607 
2.5640 2 7947 
3.5242 u 8856 
5.2020 5 4901 
2.7155 2 9924 
2,6263 2 8626 
-z. 
-- t . <_ 6743 
5.2897 •z 5857 
2.8235 3 1115 
2,7306 2 9763 
3.3205 •7 6591 
5,4656 L. 6522 
2.7547 0556 
2.9120 5 1750 
5.4921 »_• 8492 
5.0961 5 3747 
2.7015 2 9770 
5.0669 5429 
5,4487 8co4 
5,5425 3 8613 
2,7085 2 9845 
2.9085 c 1700 
5,3977 ly o 7442 
3,2959 3 5925 
2,6146 2 8812 
2,8681 5 1262 
3,3998 7465 
5,2051 c 4915 
2,5210 • 7781 
2,7221 2 9510 
5,2696 5 6051 
5.4091 7159 
2.8255 'Z 1115 
2.7851 5 0557 
2.9758 2795 
2.7857 5 0364 
Average falloTT check 
croppeo. 
'• "1 
o 
r 
! 
i 
i 
i 
! 
j 
i 
V. 
;2. 
due to bacterial action. 
Or. W, in pot - ck. avg. Amount 
soil v/hen sani- •{• amt. K. nitrogen 
ple v/as taken Expressed added in fixed due 
- amt, added in on basis the oats to activi­
Total seed ariit.re- of original and clover ties of the 
T xt. 1^,content moved by the content of to the oth­ inoculated 
' crop» of crop. .•-:rowing croo. vat, 4536 rg. er pots. bacteria 
2.7340 3.0128 3.3370 
,4995 0.0282 2,8364 5,0916 3.1866 
3.3205 3.6592 3.6107 0.0485 
,1740 0.0410 3.3397 3.6402 3.4603 0.1799 
2.6867 2.9607 3.3370 
,7877 0.0297 2.5640 2.7S47 3.1866 
3.5242 3.8336 3.6107 0.2729 
,9253 0.0343 3.2020 3.4901 3.4605 0.0298 
2.7155 2.9924 3.3370 
8895 0,0265 2.6263 2.8626 3.1866 
3.0345 5.6743 3.6107 0.0536 
,8-340 0.0452 5.2897 5.5657 3.4603 0.1254 
2.8235 3.1115 3.3370 .a* ^ ^  
,0178 0.0506 2.7306 2.9763 3.1866 
3.3205 3.6591 3.6107 0.0384 
1785 0.0629 3.4636 3.6322 3.2603 0.1719 
2.7547 3.0356 3.3370 
9545 0.0344 2.9120 3.1730 3.1866 
3.4921 3.8492 3.6107 0.2385 
B800 0.0449 3.0961 3.3747 3.4603 
2.7015 2.9770 3.3370 
6860 0.0302 3.0669 3.3429 3.1866 0.1563 
3.4487 3.8oo4 3.6107 0.1S97 
8225 0.0472 3.5425 3,8613 3.4603 0.4010 
2.7083 2.9845 3.3370 
8625 0.0335 2.9083 3.1700 3.1866 
3.3977 3.7442 3.6107 0.1335 
5103 0.0428 3.2959 3.5925 3.4603 0.1322 
2.6146 2.8812 3.5370 
0505 0.0571 2.8681 3.1262 3.1866 
3.3998 3,7465 3.6107 0.1358 
2090 0.0427 3.2031 3.4913 3.4603 0.0310 
2.5210 2.7781 3.3370 
2315 0.0422 2.7221 2.9510 3.1866 M 
3.269G 3.6031 3.6031 ^ 
5953 0.0375 3.4091 3.7159 3.4603 0.2553 
2.8235 3.1115 
090S 0.0469 2.7851 3.0537 
2.9758 3.2793 
0500 0.0257 2.7857 5.0564 
Average fallow check 3.1954 
cropped 1,0450 

NOTE TO USERS 
Oversize maps and charts are microfilmed in sections in the 
following manner: 
LEFT TO RIGHT, TOP TO BOTTOM, WITH SMALL 
OVERLAPS 
This reproduction is the best copy available. 
UMI' 
Append?.x table 5. 
'•''•TO'vir"" ths nitroGsn cont-^nt or th© soiiss tij3 crops-, s 
" ••' Resuiits expressed in gpfarns nitrogen. 
Organic Actual otsuus a,found In 
r,s.ct0r:lal i-mterial the yota 
Pots it •rraatr-ent. inoculim iised. added original duplicate avei'-ase 
1. 
2. 
o. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8 .  
9. 
10. 
li. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
25. 
24. 
25. 
28. 
27. 
28. 
29 » 
SD. 
51. 
52. 
33. 
54. 
35. 
36. 
57. 
58 . 
39. 
40. 
'K:: 
fallow 
cropped 
f tiiiOkV 
cropped 
fallov^ 
cropped 
fallow 
cropped 
x'allov; 
cropped 
fallo'vY 
cropped 
fallow 
cropped 
fallo?; 
0;'0ppad 
fallor/ 
cropped 
fallo-^ 
di^opped 
fallow 
cropped 
iullOW 
cropped 
falloi? 
cropped 
fallow 
cropped 
i'aiiov7 
cropped 
fallow 
cropped 
fallow 
C2"opped 
faliov/ 
cropped 
fallov/ 
cropped 
fallov; 
cropped 
falloi7 
cronpc-d 
A,chrooooocui!i(iic;: 0 If 
!| 
!t 
(1 
ft 
i l  
A ,chroococou!':-i 
ff 
f( 
t i  
rr 
fr 
beyGrinckii 
ir 
If 
?! 
it 
I !  
ft 
vinelaiidli 
It 
!) 
I !  
t! 
jr 
O c? : •  C/ij 
( !  
It 
H 
!I 
!t 
ir 
I! 
^27 (I 
oatB 2.5500 2.5955 2.5oS6 t? 2,5454 2.5852 2.5645 
rr 2.7019 2 .69o5 2.7342 
;V 2.1864 2.1996 2.1950 
clov^ir 2.G928 2.S5S5 2.9255 
o. 29^)4 5.2711 5.2852 tt  2.G140 2.8405 2.8274 
:: 2.9417 2.7959 2.8086 
oats 2,7489 2.7489 2,7^9 (r 2 * 5321 2.5984 O .J tr 
1! 2. 50 SB 255168 2.5103 2.5586 2.5984 2.5785 
clover 2.Q059 2.8798 2.8928 
u 2.8754 2.S224 2.8489 
11 5.1808 3.1285 S.154o V 2.5971 2.7052 2.7501 
oats 2.5916 2.5656 2.57GV 
If 2.2u60 2.5227 2.2945 it  2.5152 2.4478 2.4805 U 2.0804 2.0670 2.0757 
clover 5.5205 5.5205 3.O205 
;; 2.7429 2.7429 2.7429 
u 2.9^7(5 5.07G1 5.0508 
2.7 n94 2.7o94 2.7694 
oats 2^5152 2.5751 2.5451 
tf 2.5851 2.5985 2.5917 
} ;  2.447b 2.4478 '2.4473 U 2.5264 2.573,9 2.5491 
ciovf^r 5.0107 3,0257 5.0172 it  2.7429 2.7429 2,7^29 
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Acia extract. Amln o« IT on -pr ot e in. and Popypeptid Nitrogen 
Content of the pot soils. 
Introduction:- It has been definitely proven that the nitrogen 
of the soil is in many different combinations, of whidhi only a very 
few are understood. The Bureau of Soils has isolated a Isrge number 
of nitrogenous compounds and mny different forms have been found in 
the determination of these very complex cranbinations . In working 
on methods fear the determinc.tion of amino acids and nitrates in a 
limed and unlimed soil, both with and without heavy applications of 
I manures, Potter and Snyder (53) have found that they could accurately 
1 measure the amino nitrogen by a modification of the method devised 
by Kober and Sugiura (32), In the coaclusion at their results, they 
state "Tiiere is no tendency for the amino acid to accumulate under 
the conditions of the experiment". Accordingly it was suggested 
by the senior author of the above publication that determinations 
be made of the acid extract, non-protein, amino, and polypeptid 
nitrogen of some of the soils inoculated with the Azotobacter cul­
tures used in the £:reenhouse experiments, in order to prove this 
point and also to see if the bacterial action had any effect on the 
accumulation or disappearance of these nitrogenous forms, 
soils used.*- As the methods for the determination of the above 
forms of nitrcgen are long and tedious, only three of the ten green­
house series were analyzed. These three soils were tliose inoculated 
vfith A. chroococcum, A. beyerinckii . and A. vinelandii, 
METHODS. 
Acid extract;- 165 gr, of the air dried soil was extracted by 
placing same on a v/etted double filter paper in a Buchner funnel ond 
] extracting with 600 cc of a HCl solution using gentle suction. 
2A 
The soil was kept barely covered with the solution and ^iJien extracted 
was washed with 200 to 300 cc of pure distilled water. Immediately 
after washing, the soil was dried as quickly as possible, and the 
nitrogen content of the filtrate determined by the official salicylic 
acid method , 
Alkali extract:- The non-protein, amino, and polypeptid nitrogen 
are based on the amounts extracted by a 1.5;;' NaOH solution. ^50 gr, 
of the air dried acid extracted soil was shaken with 600 cc of the 
Na$)H solution and immediately centrifuged to a clear solution. At 
least 210 cc of the clesr solution must be obtained. 
Non-protein nitrogen:- Pipette off 25 cc of the alkali extract, 
neutralize with a sulphu^ric acid solution and add sufficient tri­
color acetic acid to make a 2.5;^ solution, which is accomplished by 
using 4,3 cc of a 1 s/lON. H2SO4 solution and 0.75 cc of a saturated 
tri-chlor acetic solution. This method precipitates the proteins 
v/hich are removed by filtering. Pipette 10 cc of the clear filtrate 
into large test tubes, add a couple glass beads, 2 drops of a 5/j GuS(^ 
r 
solutic»i, 1 cc C .  P. RgSO^, and approximately 1 gr. C. P. potassium 
sulfate. Digest and distill as in the regular Kjeldahl method but 
determine the ammonia colorimetrically. 
Amino acid nitrogen:- Pipette 80 cc of the alkali extract into 
100 cc measuring flasks, neutralize with strong HCl until neutral to 
litmus, add 7 cc saturated lead acetate solution, fill the flask to 
the mark with ccncentrated NH4OH and shake vigorously. Allcw to 
settle for a fev; minutes then filter thru double filter, using gentfe 
suction and obtain at least 80 cc of the filtrate. Measure off 
75 cc of this filtrate, add 25 cc saturated Ba(0H)2 phenolph thai din 
as indicator and distill over steam bath under reduced pressure 
until there remains a volume of about 25 or 30 cc. It is important 
that the reaction of the solution thru out this distillation should 
be at all times alkaline. Discard the distillate, wash residue into 
100 oc graduate, cool, build up to 75 cc, filter quickly to remove 
all carbonates, pipette 50 cc into 100 cc measuring flasks, make 
approximately neutral with k/10 HOI and add 40 cc of buffer solution, 
stopper tightly and keep in a cool place, if possible, on ice. (The 
buffer is made by dissolving 0,2 gr. molecules of boric acid in 
water, adding 100 cc of COg free N/10 KaOH solution and building 
up to 1000 cc with pure CO free water. Three volumes of this mixed 
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with one volume of 0*1/n nci makes the desired solution.) 
Have some pure water as cold as possible and prepare fresh the 
following solution:- Place 10-20,^ copper chloride solution in 20-30 
volumes cold v^ater, add a fev7 drops phenoi^thaiein and a saturated 
solution BaCOH)^ until the purple color just forms. Centrifuge, 
decant off the clear liquid, wash ?/ith cold water and recentrifuge, 
repeating until no pink color is formed by the addition of phenol-
phthalein in the wash water. Suspend the copper hydroxide in about 
100 cc cold water and add approximately 1 cc to the cool flasks, shake 
vigorously, build up to the mark, and allow to warm up to the room 
temperature. Filter thru # 589 blue ribbcn filter, pipette off 
50 cc of the filtrate and determine the copper cteplex present as 
shown below as a measure of the amino nitrogen. Pipette off 40 cc 
of the filtrate fear the determination of the polypeptid nitrogen. 
Polypeptid nitrogen:- Ilydrolize the polypeptids into amino 
acids by adding approxirar tely 5 cc concentrated H2S0^ to the 40 cc 
and placing under a steam pressure of 8-10 pounds for 10-12 hours. 
Remove the excess acid with a saturated solution Ba(0H)2 keeping the v ^ 
solution slightly alkaline to phenoiphthalein, filter and wash with 
carbonated water at least three times. Evaporate the filtrate to 
about 36 or 40 oo, place in 100 00 measuring flasks, neutralize 
with K/10 HOI, add 40 00 bufger solution, 1 oo of the copper 
hydroxide solution in the cold as for the amino detctmlnatlons 
and deternlne the copper present In the same manner. 
Copper determination:- P l a c e  the bealiers| containing the 50 
CO on the hot plate, heat to boiling and neutralize with dilute 
HHO3. Boll down to about onehalf and add bromine Kater until a 
decided bromine color appears, evaporate to about 10-15 oc, add 
gO-30 cc pure Vfater and a little more bromine water and evaporate 
down again to 10-16 00. Oool, add 2-3 co glacial acetic acid, a few 
crystals potassium iodide, a few drops of starch soluUon and titrate 
imedlately with .OOl/H sodium thlo-sulfate until tto blue color 
disappears. Each co of the .OOl/l thio-sulfate soluUon Is ttie 
equivalent of 0.000028 gr. amino add nitrogen. 
Preliminary determinations:- In addition to the work on the 
soils, an attempt was made to determine the amount of non-protein 
and amino acid nltrogm fixed by the bacteria Inooulxited into the 
dextrose solution used In the other experiments, but vithout success. 
260 oc of the dextrose solution was inoculated with the organisms 
indicated in table 14 and incubated three weeks at room temperature. 
Enough 0. P. sodium hydroxide was added directly to the solution 
to make 1.5^ and the determination carried out In the above manner. 
The results however, were not satisfactory as a slight trace was the 
greatest sinount found. 
V. 
TABLE 14. 
Amino acid and non-protein nitrogen fixed by the pure 
cultures in solution. 
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Plask Inoculum 
1. A. 
n f( 
3. ti 
4. #26 
5. IS 
6. 11 
7. A. 
8. 11 
9. I I  
Ilon-protein H. Amino acid N 
trace 
trace 
trace 
St t} 
n 
trace 
ti-ace 
trace 
TABLS 15. 
The amount of different nitrojgienous forms _in the soil at the 
be.g;inning of the experiments« also the same soil plus the equiva­
lent of five tons /around oats straw or ^iround clover hay added to 
the sample. Determinations bases of the amount in 25 gr. of the 
sample and results expressed in mg., nitro,g:en and in percent of the 
total nitro^Qi. 
orig.nitro- acid ex- non-pro- Amino poly-
gen content tract.K. tein K. acid ^ peptid 
soil.,;^ mg.found mg found % K. mg % N. mg. 
found found 
1.1242 
• • » 
8 ,7^|2,,22?.5,|i:7yi 2^ •<^40 
; ' i ' Y 
0.7 Q.2100 1.6 
1.1666 
« * • 
• • « 
8.5; 2.3390:17.0:0.1025 
* 0 * 
* . * ' * 
0.7 0.2550 1.8 
1.4424 
• • • 
9.3:2.3475:15.2:0.1050 
• • « 
• » « 
0.7 0.2625 1.7 
orig- : 
inal :12,95 
« 
orig. 
oats ;13,75 
« 
orig. +; 
red clo;15.40 
hay ; 
In a comparison of the above table with those follovdng the 
same fact that was pointed out for the total nitrogen determinations 
is observed, namely, that there is a decided increase in the soils 
under field conditions over the same soil in the dry state, and 
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that the greatest increase takes place during the earliea- periods 
of growth, ka there is so little variation between the results of 
these deterrninationB they v/ill be grouped in three tables, each 
showing the amount of the different nitrogenous forms found at the 
end of each growing period, and the discussion y/ill be reserved 
for the whole. 
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T.fOBLE 16 
Amounts of the different forms of nitrggren in the cropped and 
fallow inoculated soils at the end of the first period of growth. 
Results expressed In m/y. nitrogen found and in percent of tlie to^tal 
nitro/?:en content, based on 25 gr. sample. 
Total K.con-
Pots Treatment InocuSium tent 25 /;r, 
Acid extract 
9-11 
10-12 
14-16^ 
17-19 
18-20 
21-23 
22-24 
25-27 
26-28 
29-31 
30-32 
14.35 
15.60 
20.39 
19.81 
23.03 
23.09 
19.77 
20.19 
17.50 
22.54 
20.94 
18.69 
mg found. 
2,0242 
1.9181 
2.2151 
1.9818 
2.2939 
1.1121 
2.3424 
0.9848 
2.4030 
1.9878 
2.3848 
0.7515 
J2^  
14. 
12.3-
10.8* 
10.0+ 
9.9"» 
4.7'» 
11.8f 
4 .S"* 
13.7* 
e . S f  
11.4-
4,1-
Non-protein 
found ; 
3.1675 
2.6650 
2.3690 
3.0650 
3.5000 
2.8500 
2.7175 
2.7325 
2.6950 
2.7425 
2.5150 
2.5875 
22.0  
17.0-! 
11.6f 
15 . 4:1 
15 .2i 
12.5i 
13.8-
13.5< 
15.4 
12.14 
12.Ot 
13.84 
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'Opped and 
1 growth* 
• the tatal , 
' / 
Non-protein ^  
found % 
Amino 
found 
acid 
< 
Polypeptifi 
M£C found % 
3.1675 22.0 0.1260 0.8* 0.4725 3.2+ 
2.6650 17.0+ 0.1505 0.9+ 0.2975 1.9 
2,3690 11.6+ 0.1400 0.7- 0.4550 2.2+ 
3.0650 15.4* 0.1085 0.5+ 0.2000 1.0+ 
3.5000 15.2* 0.1015 0.4+ 0.2625 1.1+ 
2.8500 12.3* 0.1680 0.7+ 0.2100 0.9+ 
2.7175 13.8" 0.2310 1.1+ 0.4200 2.1+ 
2.7325 13.5+ ^ 0.1400 0.7- 0.3500 1.7i-
2.6950 15.4 0.1820 1.0+ 0.4375 2.5 
2.7425 12.i* ro.2no 0.9+ 0.3150 1.4-
2.5150 12.Of 0.1750 0.8+ 0.2100 1.0 
2.5875 13.8* 0.0980 0.5+ 0.3200 1.7+ 
i 
1 
•f 

TABLE 17 7 
Amoimts of the different forms of nitro^eai in the fa J. low and cro] 
inoculated soils at the end of the secoaid p:roBrinp: period. Results 
expressed in N. found and in percent of the total N. content, based 
on 25 far em sample. 
Total N.con- Acid extract N. Non-protein N. | 
Pots Treatment Inoculation tent 25 ^r. rciR. found % mo; found /o 
9-11 16.45 1.6515 10.0 1.8375".^. ll.lif 
10-12 15.44 lost 3.4150 ^ 22.i + 
13tl5 21.48 2.1896 10.2- 2.0700 9.6+ 
14-16 10.32 0.7257 3.7^ 2.9925'i . 15.^-
17-919 16.62 0.9212 5.5+ 2.6825 • 16. 
18-20 15.84 0.7257 4.6- 3.4075 21.5+ 
21-23 19.74 1.7895 9.1- 3.5000 17.8-
22-24 19.78 0.7500 3.8- 3.3350 16 .8t 
25-27 17.28 1.4727 8.5t 2.6370 15.3-
26-28 16.32 0.6030 3.7- 2.6000 15.94" 
29-31 20.31 2.1363 10.5+ • 2.8350 13.9+ 
30-32 20.66 1.1000 5.4* 3.4900 16.9-
TABLE 18 
Amounts of the different forms of nitrogen in the fallow and cropped in­
oculated sfeils at the end of the third and last grow in/? period. Results 
based on 25 ^ram sample, expressed in m/?. N. found acid in percent of the 
total content. 
Total 11. con- Acid extract N. Non-protein K. 
Pots Treatment Inoculation tent 25 ^2:r. mjs:. found % m^. f ound 
9-11 16.93 1.2833 7.5+ 2.1475 12.7-
10-12 15.65 0.5773 5.7- 3.2850 20.9« 
13-15 20.23 0,7485 3.7- 2.3675 11.2f i 
14-16 18.19 0.6306 3.4+ 3.3005 18.1+ 
17-19 16.90 1.1773 6.9+ 2.7025 15.9+ 
18-20 14.94 0.5560 3.7-t 3.6825 24.7-
21-23 22.03 1.7727 8.1- 2.8560 12.9+ 
22-24 18.21 0.7000 3.8+ o.0300 16.5+ 
25-27 16.71 1.5060 9.0+ 2.6925 16.1+ 
26-28 15.66 0.7212 4.6+ 3.6350 23.2* 
29-31 20.36 2.2060 10.8+ 2.7400 13.4+ j 
30-32 18.09 0.5939 3. t)— 3.450 11.3- 1 
! 

i 
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I 
I the fallow aid cropped 
Ing period. Results 
ie total R. content, based 
extract N, Non-protein N. Aiaino a cid 1. Polypeptid K 
found to mo; found (f /o . mn. found ms: found cT /o 
>515 10.G 1.8375'.^. 11. 0.0700 0 .4+ 0.2800 1.7+ 
JSt 3.4150 ~ 22,U 0.1110 0 .7+ 0.3675 2.4-
.896 10.2- 2.0700 9.6+ 0.1260 0 .6- 0.1600 0.7 + 
r257 3.7+ 2.992&.^: . 15,^- 0.1400 0 .7+ 0.1225 0.6+ 
?212 5.5* 2.6325 ' 16.1 + 0.4750 ? 2 ,8f 9 0.1750 1.1-
7257 4.6- 3.4075 21.5* 0.0201 0 .l-» 0.3500 2.2+ 
1895 9.1- 3.5000 17.8- 0.1190 0 .6- 0.2100 1.0+ 
r500 3.8- '3.3350 16 .St 0.0630 0 .5+ 0.2800 1.4* 
1:727 8.5+ 2.6370 15.3- 0.2660 X .5+ 0.2100 1.2 + 
S030 3.7- 2.6000 15.9^ 0.0630 0 .4- 0.2975 1.8+ 
L363 lO.S-fr 2,8350 13,9t 0.0910 0 .4 + 0.2800 1.3+ 
LOGO 5.4+ 3.4900 16.9- 0.0700 0 .3+ 0.2275 1.1+ 
the fallow and cropped in-
[si .fyow Irift i)eriod. Results 
^•und aid in percent of the 
extract N. 
found % 
Non-protein K. 
mp:, found , 
/Imino acid N. 
found 
Polypeptid 
found 
1^ 
'p 
« 
833 7.5+ 2.1475 12.7- 0.0420 0.2 + 0.2275 1 .3 + 
773 5.7- 3.2850 20.9+ 0.0490 0.5+ 0.2100 1 .3+ 
485 3.7- 2.3675 11.2+ 0.0420 0.2 + 0.2450 1 .2 + 
306 3.4+ 3.3005 18.1+ 0.0910 0.4+ 0,2100 1 .1 + 
773 6.9+ 2.7025 15.9+ 0.0210 0.1+ 0.2625 1 .6-
560 3.7+ 3,6825 24.7- aD630 0.4+ 0.1400 0 .9+ 
727 8.1- 2.8560 12.9+ 0.0420 0.2- 0.2800 1 .3-
000 3.8+ 3.0300 16.5+ 0.3240 1.8- 0 .1750 0 .9+ 
.060 9.0+ 2.6925 16.1+ 0.0350 0.2 + 0.5950 3 .6-
f212 4.6+ 3.6350 23,2i» 0.0420 0.3- 0.3150 2 .0+ 
J060 10.8+ 2.7400 13.4+ a£B60 0.4+ 0.7075 3 .4+ )939 3 .o— 3.450 11.3- r0.0770 0.4+ 0.2800 1 .5+ 
/ 
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Discussion of results:- In a comparison cf the results as shovm 
by tables 16, 17 and 18, the soils show tliat there is a definite 
variation of the nitrogenous forms v/ith the length of the tiine of 
cropping. In almost every case the amount extracted by the acid has 
varied with the length of time that the soil has been cropped, that 
is, it has grown smaller and smaller, while the amino and polypeptid 
nitrogen has acted in much the same manner. In other v/ords, the 
amount cf tliese nitrogenous compounds have become smaller', as decom­
position of the organic matter has proceeded,at a slightly faster 
rate than the total nitrogen content cf the soil has become depleted. 
The non-protein nitrogen has also varied considerably, but not in 
the marked degree shown by the other forms. It is reimrkable in tliis 
connection that neither the oats straw or the red clovcr hay, added 
as manures to the pots, has shown any effect on tlie forms of nitrogen 
determined, further than the small amount shavn in tiie preliminary 
determinations. If there was a difference in tlie soil under field 
conditions it evidently was so small that the nethods were unable to 
measure it. It is entirely possible that the amounts of these compltsK 
nitrogenous compounds are rapidly changing into other f orms, and 
that the percent tliey bear to the total nitrogen conterit remains 
somewhat cons tant, varying only V7ith the amomt of organic matter 
present in the beginning, then as decomposition proceeds and the more 
complex conbinations are broken up, this ^^rcentage relation becomes 
smaller and smaller until it reaches a constant. 
In order to answer the purpose of these determinations, that 
is, to determine if there is any tendency for these forms of 
nitrogen to increase in the treated soils, the results show very 
definitely that once decomposition has begun in the soil there is 
absolutely no tendency for the more complex nitrogenous forms to 
9 A 
acctmulate under condition approximating those in tiie field. Rather, 
the evidence points the other way, that is, instead of an accumula­
tion tliere is a steady reduction. How closely this reduction is 
coupled v/ith the decay of the organic natter and what is the final 
equilibrium between the total nitrogen content and the nitrogenous 
compounds are questions for furtlrier study. 
SUI^ItlARY. 
1. The acid extracted, non-protein, amino, and polypeptid 
nitrogen are apparently changed into other forms as decomposition 
proceeds, much faster than the total nitrogen content of the soils 
in question are depleted. 
k 
2. Oats straw and clover hay added as msnures at the rate of 
five tons per acre, have little effect in influencing this charge. 
3. The amounts of non-protein and amino acid nitrogen fixed 
by bacterial cultures in solution are negligible. 
4. Bacterial inoculation has apparently no effect on the amounts 
of non-protein, amino, or polypeptid nitrogen in the soil. 
5. There is no tendency for the above forms of nitrogen to 
accumulate in the soil under conditions approximating thi)se in the 
field, 
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